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CHAprfER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The clock on the mantle.piece 
Has nothine to recomoend, 
Nor does the face in the glass 
Appear ~obler than our own 
As darkness and snm'i' descend 
On all personality, 

(\ol. H. Audcn, "For The Time 
Being") 
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Virginia Hoolf 11as one of the very feN novelists of 

this century l·rho presented a consistent and comprehensive 

treatment of time, Time with her was "almost a. mode or 

percepti o:1", 1 a filter '\'l'hich separated the ind.i vidual per

sonality and its social com1terpart so that they could be 

a.pprehenrled in their true signi'fica.ncc and relationship. 

Her great preoccupation with time is accountable in terms 

of the integral relationship bet"''reen ti:ne and personality. 

Before exploring this relationship, however, it will 

be necessary to discuss rr.rs. Hoolf' s treatment of time per 

se. The second chapter of this thesis 1 therefore 1 l-Till 

deal with her treatment of clock time, that is, time as a 

succession of chronologically arranged events. Chapter 

three will attempt to analyze her treatment of psychological 

duration, or time a.s the rate o'f succession of ideas in the mind, 

. and hol'r this "mind time" caTUe to replace clock time in her 

novels. The "extraordinary discrepancy bct•-reen time on the 

clock and time in the mind" (Orlando. P. 69) served, 'for 
.. 

Mrs, Hoolf, to emphasize the unreality o'f cloclr time and the 

supreme importance of "the unlimited time of the mind which 

stretches in a flash 'from Shalrespeare to ourselves" (The 

\-Taves. P, 235). 

lShiv K. Ku.'Tiar , Bergson and The .stream of Consciousnes~ 
Novel , NeH York: Ne1·1 York University Press, 1963, P. 68. 
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The fourth chapter \•rill discuss the "Past as present" 

element of Mrs. Woolf's concept of time, her contention 

that the past does not exist in its mm right but exists 

as a pa.rt of raenory and hence is part of the character's 

present. This relates to the preble~ of personal identity, 

,,rhich is a ouest ion of more than the immedia.te self. Pe-rsone.l 

identity is merely partial, depending for coopletion unon 

past "selves" and upon other present "selves". Huch of the 

individual's past experience is forgotten or deadened by the 

years and is jerked back to his consciousness by some event 

or sensation. This the individual now reconstitutes, re-

assessing sir:nificances in the light of intervenin@: years, 

switching from past to present or merging the two in eternity. 

Mrs. \voolf recognized that the individual is subjected to 

clock time; he must ret?;ulate his life; he must e.e;e and die, 

but his role in society is permapen~, just as the wave w~ich 

sinks back into the ocean continues to .exist as part of t he 

ocean. It is this dissolution into imnersonality of t~e 

personal identity that will be discussad in chepter five. 

The sixth chapter will explore the attern~t in the later 

novels, notably The ~aves and Between The Acts, to recon

cile "the extraordinary discrepancy bet,,Ieen tilT'le on the 

clock and time in the mind". Virp:inia ',·Joolf realized, finally, 

that the inner life of the individual is inseparable fro~ 
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the life of society. She recognized that man's innermost 

need 't'Tas for a social order in which he might function as 

a complete being. Her later l'lritings stressed the need to 

reconcile the idealism of the inner life with the reality 

of the social life. 



Time, ... -vrote Henry James, is "that side of the novelist's 

effort - the side of most difficulty and thereby of most 

dignity -1·rhich consists in giving the sense of duration, of 

the lapse and accumulation of time, This is altogether to 

my view· the stiffest problem thP.t the artist in fiction has to 

tackle". 1 It 1·1as to the problem of time, particularly as it 

· · related to personality, that Virginia \·loolf devoted the 

major part of her effort as a novelist. The importance of 

time in the life of the individual and its relative importance 

in the total reality of living was a problem l'Thich intrigued 

her and co~na~ded her attention to the end of her life. 

Critics of the novel have generally attempted to clarify 

Virginia vloolf' s concept of time by terming it Bergsonian, 

Proustian, Joycean, or by the label of some other "school 

of thought". This method, hmrever, is not clarification; it 

is gross simplification. A clear understanding of the treat-

ment of time in her novels does not encourage this injudicious 

application of labels. The fact is teat all three labels 

used together, let alone used singly, fail to include within 

their composite boundaries the nuances of f·1rs. ~·loolf' s time. 

1Henry James, "London Notes", !l!otes on Novelists, 
London, 1914. P. 349. 
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It is not, ho\'rever, that her concept of time is nec

essarily more complex than Bergson's, Proust's, or Joyce's. 

It is simply that her concept· is different from all of 

theirs. The usefulness of labels is at most that they may 

indicate what Virginin \voolf found helpful in formulating 

her sense of time and reality. They do not explain or 

account for it. It can be, and has been, sho•.m that Mrs. 

Woolf was influenced by BergRon, Prou~t, and Joyce, as 

well as by many others including De Quincey, Sterne, Roger 

Fry, Henry James, and Thomas Hardy. Neither, hm·rever, ':ras 

a great enough influence to override her own personal 

concept of time. 

There is in Virginia Woolf something of 
the mystic, somethin~ of the Bergsonian, 
something of the rationalist, so~ethin~ 
of the Platonist... Her emphasis on 
the monent of r ecall is Proustian; her 
emphasis on the unifying quality of the 
moment is Joycean. Her re-creation of . 
the past is Proustian~ her sense of re
turn is Joycean. Her sense of an 
arrested instant · is mystical; her sense 
of the persistence of past ages is 
Joycean ••• 2 

All of these influences undoubtedly helped to enlarge and en

rich her concept of time, but they did not replace i t . 

From the beginning of her writing career, Virginia 

Woolf was greatly dissatisfie~ with trie conventional method 

2Margaret Church, Ti~e and Re ality : Studies in 
Contemporary Ficti on , Chanel Hill: The Univers i t y of North 
Carolina Press, 19o3. Pp: 100-01. 
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of narration in which events were presented in straightfor-

ward chronological sequence. Even though her first two novels, 

The Voya~e Out and Night and Day conform to the traditional 

method in form, they nevertheless show evidence of a mind 

greatly displeased \oJith the frame'l.•rork ·1:1ithin 1t1hich it had to 

work. Already the sensitive mind of Virginia 'doolf \'las reaching 

outward beyond the conventional form of the novel in search 

of a more adequate form in \'lhich to e:...--press the great truths 

of life as it perceived them. To the end of her life, she 

continued to experiment with the novel form in an effort to 

mould it into a more effective means of communicating her vision 

to life. To the end of her life she was never satisfied that 

she had completely achieved an adequate form. Every one of her 

novels is a further refinement on the conventional form, each 

seeking to evaluate the relative importance of the facts of the 

external 1t1orld of society and the truths of the inner 'I',.•Torld 

of the individual's mind, and each seeking a means of uniting 

these tltTO levels of experience in a single vision. 

As a "stream of consciousness" novelist, Virginia 

Woolf was particularly interested in psychic fluidity - the 

flOltT of thoughts, ideas, fragments of speech, fragmentary 

recollections of the past and hopes and apprehensions for the 

future through the human mind - and in the effect the makeup 

of this stream has on the individual personality. The fact 

that man regu:ates his social life according to an arbitrary 

mechanical scale based on chronology ltThile possessing at the 

sa·L. "time this fluid mind time in v1hich chronologica l 
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sequence is all but non-existent is a condition-which greatly 

intrigued her. 

Consequently, the question of time became the question 

of reality. \Vhat is the nature of time? \1lhat is the meaning 

of life? \fuo am I? \•That is truth? All of these questions 

eventually became for Hrs. \'loolf one question: \Alhat is reality? 

For earlier writers such as George Moore, George Gissing, 

Arnold Bennett and the French "naturalists", reality . \'IRS the 

process of carrying on the daily experiences peculiar to nan 

and the facts of the eXternal, physical \'rorld composed the real 

life. For later novelists such as Henry James, James Joyce 

and Dorothy Richardson external reality 't'ras insignificant e.nd 

the individual's inner life, his most intense and personal 

experiences, composed the real life. 

Virginia Woolf, however, recognized the value and limita

tions of each of these vie\·rs of reality and accorded her un

qualified commitment to neither. For·her, both levels of 

reality were mutually interdepende~t. The fulfilment of life 

depended on bringing the outer world of chronology and the 

inner world of psychological duration together. Her novels 

became a study of reality on t\·ro levels - the inner, sub-

jective level of the personal consciousness and the outer, 

objective level of a chronologically regulated social world 

- and an attempt to unify these two levels of experience in 

a total reality. She realized that personal relations as 

well as the inner life are part of the reality of life; in

dividual inner experience must be united 'tli th social experience 

\~ 
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if one is to attain complete fulfilment as a human being. 

In To The Lighthouse, Mr. Ramsay is identified by 

Mrs. vloolf \'lith the outer reality of obj.ective facts. Mrs. 

Ramsay, on the other hand, is identified \'li tb the inner, 

subjective reality of the mind. The novel is complete only 

when the t\'lO become united at the end. Lily B:r·iscoe 's final 

stroke on her canvas signifie~ the connection bet~een clock 

time and mind time, bet,.,een the external reali-c~ of Mr. 

Ramsay and the inner reality of Mrs. Ramsay. Hrs. \'loolf 

explained the necessity of such a union. in A Room of One's 01:m: 

in each of us two powers preside, one 
male, one female; and in the man's brain 
the man predominates over the woman, 
and in the >·Toman's brain the ,.,oman pre
dominates over the man. The normal . and 
comfortable state of bein~ is that \·rhen 
the t\'IO live in harmony together, spirit
ually cooperating. If one is a man, still 
the \'loman part of the brain must have 
effect; and a v1oman must also have inter
course \'ti th the man in her. Coleridge 
perhaps meant this vrhen he said that a 
great mind is androgynous~ . It is vrhen 
this fusion takes nlace that the mind 
is fully fertilized and uses all its 
faculties. 3 

Mrs. \·loolf' s goal \'las not appreciation, but understand

ing, of reality. Hers '"as not an attempt merely to experience 

life but to determine what life, or reality, is. The fact 

3virginia Woolf, A Room of One's O~m , Middlesex: 
Penguin Books, 1967. P. 97. 

I 

~ 
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that her underste.nding of reality uas hei~htened by contact· 

lvi th the thought of Bergson, Proust, Joyce and others is 

relatively insignificant. The importance .of her concept of 

time, and or reality, lies not in its origin but, rather, in 

its use. This thesis is an attempt to analyze critically 

the meaning and \'1orth of the vieH of time and reality expressed 

in the novels of Virginia Hoolf and to reconstruct the steps 

by l~hich she formulated a unified vision of external and 

inner reality. 



·.~:. · 

CHAPTER 'rHO 

CHRONOLOGICAL TINE: "'rUm ON THE CLOCK" 

"Proportion, divine proportion, Sir 
Vlilliam' s goddess, was e.c.quired by Sir 
vlilliam walking hospitals, catching salmon, 
begetting one son in Harley Street by Lady 
Bradsha'i'i, ••• \vorshipping proportion, Sir 
l.filliam not only prospered himself but made 
England prosper, secluded her lunatics, 
forbade childbirth, penalized despair, 
made it impossible for the unfit to pro
pagate their views until they, too, shared 
his sense of proportion ••• " 

(Jilrs. Dalloway. P. 110) 

I 

~ 
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M~ny of the characters in the novels of Virginia 'I.>Toolf 

appear to be overly concerned, almost obsessed, 'l.·rith time -

at least with time as pontificated by the clock. The "leaden 

circles" of Big Ben's chimes dissolve in the air over and 

over in r1rs. Dallo\oray; the clock frequently announces the 

hour in Jacob's Room and in Bet'l.·reen The Acts; the \'Taves 

thud \'lith solemn regularity on the shore in The 1;Jgves; and 

the beam of the lighthouse strokes the Ramsays' summer house 

with the regularity of a clock in To The Li~btbouse. And 

this passing of time is generally brought to the reader's 

attention by one or more of Virginia ~oolf's time-conscious 

characters. 

In Jacob's Room, 1 r1rs. Flanders is so much a't·rare of 

the passage of time she notes that the church clock is 

"ten or thirteen minutes fast" (P. 10). The following passage ,. 

from the same novel emphasizes even ~ore strongly, through 

its frequent and specific time references, the clock-watching 

which characterizes so much of Mrs. \·Joolf's writing: 

By six o'clock a breeze bleN in off an 
icefield; and by seven the water wa s more 
purple than blue; and by half past seven 
the't'e \<las a patch of rough gold beater's 
skin round the Scilly Isles, ••• 

1virginia l:!oolf, J acob's Roor:1 , Hiddlesex: Penguin 
Books, 1965. Further references will be to this edition. 
Pagination \'Till be included in the text. 
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By nine all the fire and confusion bad 
gone out of the sky, leaving 'I:Jedge s of 
apple-green and plates of pale yello~ . .,r; 
and by ten the lanterns. on the boat \•rere 
making t\·listed colours upon the \•raves, 
elongated or squab, as the waves stretched 
or humped themselves. The beam from the 
lighthouse strode rapidly across the 
\'rater. Infinite millions of Uliles a\•ray 
powdered stars twinkled; but the waves 
slapped the boat, and crashed, \'lith regular 
and appalling solemnity, against the rocks. 

(P. 49) 
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At the same time r1rs. Pascoe, alone in her house, can "hear 

the cheap clock on the mantel-piece, tick, tick, tick ••• 

tick, tick, tick" (P. 49). 

The rapid flash of the lie;hthouse beam and the "regular11 

crash of the waves are allied with the clock, that most 

obvious symbol of chronological time, in suggesting the 

passing of the seconds. These two inages anticipate To The 

Lighthouse and The '.~Taves, \•There they largely replace the clock 

as a means of indicating time's passage. 

The pivotal significance of Jacob's Room lies in its 

anticipation of certain aspects of the later novels. Be

cause it marks Virginia Uoolf's first significant insights 

into the nature of time, it is important primarily as a be

ginning. At this time in her career Hrs. ~·Joolf is beginning 

to formulate her theories about time, and each of ~he aspects 

with \oThich she experiments superficially in · JC?.cob' s Room 

receive more comprehensive treatment in later novels. 

In To The Lighthouse, for example, Mrs. \voolf depends 

very little upon the clock as a means of expressing her sense 
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of chronology. Her treatment of time is much more sophis

ticated, and more subtle, than in the novels up to and in

cluding Mrs, Dallm·ray. This refinement is achieved through 

the highly skilful employment of imagery. Mrs. Woolf wishes 

to create here the feeling that time is passing, and to involve 

the reader emotionally in the perception of time's passage. 

The clock, besides being a blunt statement of chronological 

time, bad already been greatly overused in novels, and by 

Virginia Woolf herself. Mrs. Woolf realized that the clock 

fails to evoke an adequate sense of time ·passing. 

Much more effective in suggesting the passage of time 

are the less obvious images of the gradual decaying of the 

Ramsays' old summer house and the reeling away of the old 

wallpaper. These are t\'TO of the images employed in "Time 

Passes", the middle section of To The Ligbthouse,2 to 

suggest change and the passage of ten years. Stray airs! 

darting abm.lt in the old, deserted and dilapidated house, 

entered the dra\'ling room questioning and 
wondering, toying \·rith the flap of hanginf; 
wall-paper, asking, ~,rould it bang much 
longer, vrhen i•Tou ld it fa 11? Then 
smoothly brushing the walls, they 
passed on musingly as if asking the 
red and yellow roses on the wall-paper 
whether they Nould fade, and question-
ing (gently, for there was time at their 

2virginia Hoolf, To The Lighthouse, Ne,·r York: 
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1963. Further references will 
be to this edition. Pagination \·rill be included in the text. 



disposal) the torn letters in the '~aste
paper basket, the flm·rers, the books, 
all of \'lhich ,..,ere nm., open to them 
and asking, Were they allies? Were 
they enemies? Ho,., long 'l.'rould they 
eridure? 

(Pp. 190-91) 
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The decay here, early in the ten year period covered by the 

"Time Passes" section, is not very far advanced; the wall

paper is banging, but the roses on it have not yet faded and 

the torn letters are still in the wastepaper basket. 

Later, bo,·rever, the decay bas progressed further and the 

stray \!rinds meet "nothing that wholly resisted them but only 

hangings that flapped, '..'TOOd that creaked, the bare legs 

of tables, saucepans and china already furred, tarnished, 

cracked" (P. 194). Later still, near the end of this section, 

the books and things ,,.,ere mouldy • • • All 
those books needed to be laid out on 
the grass in the sun; there was plaster 
fallen in the hall; the rain-pipe bad 
blocked over the study window and let 
the \•rater in; the carpet was ruined 
quite ••• they bad left clothes in all 
the bedrooms •••• They had the moth in 
them - Mrs. Ramsay's things. 

(Pp. 203-04) 

The falling plaster effectively evokes a feeling of 

the final stages of decay, a feeling that a long time bas 

passed. Moreover, the intervals bet'!.,reen the various fall

ings suggest the actual present passing of time, just as 

does the interval bet\•reen the hours of two and three o'clock, 

for example. · Each time the plaster falls marks the end of 

such an interval, just as the chimes of the clock mark the 

end of another hour. The only difference is that Hhereas 

the intervals on the clock are regular, the plaster falls at 
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irregular intervals. 

The S\-tinging to and fro of the sha\orl, \orith i•rhich Hrs. 

Ramsay had covered the animal skull on the wall of the nurs

·f'\~i ery, suggests a pendulum and reinforces the sense of passing 
' · :.-~ ~· 

·' : ~. ~ 

·\\ time by conveying the impression of a clock ticking -

;_· . 

tl one fold of the shm-rl loosened and S\·rung to and fro 11 
• • • 

(P. 196). Then, "another fold of the sha\orl loosened; there 

it hung and st·rayed.... the long streamer \•raved gently, swayed 

aimlessly ••• " (P. 200). "Idly, aimlessly, the swaying shawl 

swung to and fro.... The plaster fell in shovelfuls .... " 

(P. 207). 

Closely associated with the falling plaster and this 

swinging pendulum is the regular stroke of the lighthouse 

beam, suggesting also the ticking a·,,.ray of the seconds. 

vlhen darkness fell, the stroke of the 
Lighthou;:..~, i·rhich had laid itself \'Tith 
such authority upon the carpet in the 
darkness, treeing its pattern, came 
now in the softer light of spring 
mixed t·lith moonlight gliding gently 
as if it laid its caress and lingered 
stealthily and looked and came lovingly 
again. 

(Pp. 199-200) 

The coming and going of the lighthouse beam suggests, 

in addition to the passing of the seconds, the indifference 

of time to the activities of humans. Human beings may use 

the clock for social expediency, but ..,.rhen they are not around, 

time does not stop with the clock; it continues its \'lOrk 

of ageing and decaying . No one lives in the old house any 

more; there is no need here for hours; there is no dinner 

) 
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to attend, no appointment to keep. Nevertheless, time, as 

the S\oraying of the sha\'rl and the flashing of the lighthouse 

beam sug~est, continues to advance. 

HO\'lever, since t~me is irrelevant except as it relates 

to character, its passage here is important partiy be-

cause it relates indirectly to those characters "rho \'!ill 

be affected by the changes which time causes in the old house 

during their absence. For the Ramsays, undoubtedly, the 

house remains much the same. It is fixed in their memories 

as they had last seen it. In reality, however, 

The place \'tas gone to rack and ruin. 
Only the Lighthouse beam entered the rooms 
for a moment, sent its sudden stare over 
bed and wall in the darkness of winter, 
looked with equanimity at the thistle 
and the S't'lallov.r, the rat and the strm•r. 
Nothing now withstood them; nothing 
said no to them. 

.. (Pp. 207-08) 

Even the "measured" exploding of artillery shells and 

bombs during the First \vorld \var is used to suggest the 

passing of time in To The Lighthouse. In the distance can 

be beard 

ominous sounds like the measured blO'I.'IS 
of hammers dulled on felt, l,vhich, vrith 
their repeated shocks still further . 
loosened the shm·rl and cracked the tea
cups •••• Then again silence fell; and 
then, night after night, and sometimes 
in plain mid-day \·rhen the roses \'tere 
bright and light turned on the Hall its 
shape clearly there seemed to drop .into 
this silence, this indifference, this 
integrity, the thud of something falling. 

(Pp. 200-01) 
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Immedia~ely following this, we are reminded that the time 

whose passage has so gradually, so silently "tarrought change 

18 

·::--·'.·· . -:. upon the old house can also cause radical and abrupt change: 

. _- :·· 

A shell exploded. T·v1enty or thirty 
young men "~:rere bloNn up in France, 
among them Andre\·! Ramsay, \•Those death, 
mercifully, \'las instantaneous • 

(P. 201) 

In ~irs. Dallo"~ ... my, 3 \<Thich was '\Orritten immediately be

fore To The Li5hthouse, Virginia Woolf uses the characters 

themselves as overt representatives of clock time and, for 

'·' the first time, the integral relationship bet.\·Teen time and 

personality is em-phasized. Clarissa Dallo\·my has, as she 

. .. · preferred to phrase it, "just broken into her fifty-second 

year" (P. 41). Peter \'lalsh, i·rho is just six months older 

than Clarissa and t\'10 years older than Hugh 1.'lhi tbread, is 

fifty-three (P. B3). These characters are all measurements 

· . . of chronological time, all ticking a\·ray at the same rate, 

and each one a fe• . .., minutes a'.Jray froc the complete hour. 

Here, undoubtedly, lies a part of the significance of Virginia 

"lloolf' s original title for this novel - The Hours. 4 

It seems certain that Mrs. ~'loolf meant that some of 

her characters should be personally identified with the 

hours. Some of the personalities of the novel even share 

3virginia '.voolf, Hrs . Dallm:m:v, 'Niddlesex: Penguin 
Books, 1964. Further references .... rill be to this edition. 
Pagination "~.·Till be included in the text. 

4see A ~·/riter' s Diary. Entry for June 19, 1923, and 
subsequent entries. 
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certain characteristics of the clock. To Peter \valsh, for 

example, Clarissa, punctual as a clock, resembles St. Mar

garet's. The resemblance is accentuated by having the com

parison inverted so that Peter likens the clock to Clarissa. 

The clock is personified and I1rs. DallO\'lay is, to a certain 

extent, mechanized - to a greater extent, certainly, as one 

notes the use of the \<Tc:cd "bell": 

Ah, said St. Margaret's, like 2 hostess 
\>Tho comes into her dra'l'ring room on the 
very stroke of the hour and finds her 
guests there already. I am not late. 
No, it is precisely half-past eleven, ••• 
It is half-past eleven, she says, and 
the sound of St. Hargaret's glides into 
the recesses of the heart and buries itself 
in ring after ring of sound, like something 
alive \•Thich ,.,rants to confide itself, to 
disperse itself, to be, with a tremor 
of delight, at rest - like Clarissa 
herself, thought Peter l:Jalsh, coming 
downstairs on the stroke of the hour 
in white. It is Clarissa herself, he 
thought, l·li th a deep emotion, and an 
extraordinarily clear, yet puzzling, 
recollection of her, as if this bell 
had come into the room years ago ••• vrhy 
had he been so profoundly happy when the 
clock was striking? Then, as the sound 
of St. r.iargaret's languished, he thought, 
she has been ill, and the sound .expressed 
languor and suffering. It \'laS her heart, 
he remembered; and the sudden loudness 
of the final stroke tolled for death 
that surprised in the midst of life, 
Clarissa falling where she stood, in 
her drawing room. No! No! he cried. 
She is not dead! I am not old, he cried, ••• 

(Pp. 55-56) 

Clarissa's actions are superficially like those of the clock, 

and vice versa; her life is but an hour and the final stroke 

of the clock marks the end of that hour. It is a reminder 

I 
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to Peter that he is growing old. He must convince himself 

that her hour has not passed, for if it has, then his has 

also passed since he is older than Clarissa. 
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Mrs. Dalloway is, herself, constantly afraid of losing 

:.,;.: her life. She has not yet completely recovered from a re-
"';., 

. ;.:.::·;: 
.. · ~::~~ . 
. ·. ·. : ··~ . 

cent illness; she is more than a little jealous ,.,ben her 

husband goes by himself to lunch \'Tith Lady ~rut on; above 

all is she aware of ageing, of being old. 

No vulgar jealousy could separate her from 
Richard. But she feared time itself, and 
read on Lady Bruton's fact, as it it had 
been a dial cut in impassive stone, the 
d\'Tindling of life; ho\•1 year by year her . 
share was sliced; how little the margin 
tbat remained was capable any xonger of 
stretching, of absorbing, as in the youth
ful years, the colours, salts, tones of 
existence, ••• 

(P. 34) 

Like Peter, Clarissa must constantly reassure herself by 

searching for evidence that she is not yet grown old. Be

fore she discovers that Peter has returned from India, she 

wonders what he will think when be does return: 

That she had gro~m older? Would he say 
that, or \'lould she see him thinking ~.,rhen 
he came back, that she had grm·m older? 
It was true. Since her illness she had 
turned almost white. 

Laying her brooch on the table, she 
had a sudden spasm, as if, ,.,bile she 
mused, the icy clm·rs had had the chance 
to f:i.x in her. She \·las not old yet. 
She had just broken into her fifty
second year. Months and months of it 
were still untouched. June, July, 
August! Each still remained almost 
whole, ••• 

(P. 41) 
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This fear of chronological time runs through the entire 

novel, emphasizing the impact of time upon the individual 

personality. 
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Sir \villiam Bradsha"', like Clarissa, appears to have 

much in common with the clock. He drives a grey car, 

with grey furs and silver grey rugs (P. 104); his hair 

(P. 105), and even his office (P. 112), are grey. The 

implication is that his personality is metallic; he lacks 

warmth and is insensitive to huma.n suffering. 

Sir \villiam, ho"'rever, is a much more sinister repre

sentative of chronology than Clarissa. He represents the 

tyranny of clock time, and is probably meant to indicate what 

Clarissa might have become, but for her sympathetic union 

with Septimus Smith, \</hose death she recognizes as a release 

from the clutch of clock time. Bradshaw's goddess, the ob

ject of his ~.,rorship, is "proportion, divine proportion" 

(P. 110): 

To his patients he gave three-quarters of 
an hour; and if in this exacting 
science Nhicb bas to do ,.,ith 1·rhat, after 
all, we kno'.•I nothing about - the nervous 
system, the human brain - a doctor loses 
his sense of proportion, as a doctor he 
fails. Health we must have; and health 
is proportion ••.• 

(P. 109) 

Sir William, in believing that life· can be ordered, 

can be measured according to a social norm, performs, 

in a sense, the same function as Big Ben, in attempting to 

regulate life's endless stream. Thus: 

I 
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Naked, defenceless, the exhausted, the 
friendless received the impress of Sir 
William's ~rill. He s\'rooped; he devoured. 
He shut people up •••• Rezia Harren Smith 
cried, , ... ralkinp.; dm·m Harley Street, that 
she did not like that man. 

Shredding and slicing, dividing and 
subdividing, the clocks of Harley Street 
nibbled at the June day, counselled 
submission, U"9hel.d authority, and 'l;)ointed 
out in chorus the supreme advantages of 
a sense of proportion, ••• 

(P. 113) 
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Dr. Holmes, the general practitioner, is also a pr~

ponent of clock time and the restrictions of this time. 

Dr. Holmes comes "quite regularly every day" (P. 102) to 

see Septimus, and Septimus h8tes the ,.,ay in ,.,hich Holmes 

· :'· attempts to regulate life. "If Dr. HolmeS' found himself 

·.·. 

even half a pound below eleven stone six, he asked his .wife 

for another plate of porridge at breakfast" (P. 101). Like 

Sir William Bradshaw, Holmes is obsessed with maintaining 

his sense of proportion, mental and physical. If his mental 

proportion t·rere threatened, Holmes says, he "took a day off 

with his wife and played golf" (P. 101). One needs an out-

side interest, a hobby, to maintain one's balance, Holmes 

urges, "for did he not m·!e his ovm excellent ••• to 

the fact that be could ab·Iays S'\'litch off from his patients 

on to old furniture?" (P. 101-02). Sir ~:lilliam Bradsha1.•! and 

Dr. Holmes in league vrith "the clocks of Harley Street" 

uphold the tyranny of external time over the inner stream 

of experience. Septimus, however, despises their attempt 

to regulate and control thought and health; he despises the 

restrictions they place on the freedom of his mind; he 

despises the "must" of Holr.1es and BradshavT. 
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HO\'Iever . "Proportion has a sister, less smiling, more 

formidable • • • Conversion is her name and she feasts on tbe 

wills of the weakly, loving to imp~ess, to impose, adoring 

her O\·m features stamped on the face of the populace" (P. 111). 

This goddess, too, "had her d\'lelling in Sir \'/illiam 1 s heart, 

though concealed, as she mostly is, under some plausible 

disguise ••• " (P. 111). Bradshaw shuts people up in his homes 

until they are converted to his point of view. 

The chief disciple of Conversion, hm·!ever, is Hiss 

Doris Kilman \'lho tries to dominate people and thus force 

them to see fro:n her point of view. Looking at Hrs. Dallo~·:ay, 

Miss Kilman feels 

an overmastering desire to overco~e 
her; to unmask her. If she could have 
felled her it would have eased her •••• 
If only she could t;'lake her vreen; could 
ruin her; humiliate her; brin~·her to 
her knees cryin~, You are rightt 

(P. 138) 

Inherent in both Proportion and Conversion is that mos: 

odious sin of possessiveness, of desiring to possess anot"her's 

soul. It is their attempt to possess him that makes Holmes 

and Bradsha\'r so repulsive to Septimus Smith. Similarly, it 

is I1iss Kilman 1 s possessiveness ".'lhich finally c.lienates 

Elizabeth Dallovray • Elizabeth and Hiss Kilman have been havin~ 

tea in the Army and Navy 3tores. Elizabeth· looks for her 

gloves, indicating that she is ready to leave: 

Ah, _but she must not got Miss Kilman 
could not let her got ••• Her lar e hand 
opened and shut on the table •••• gif 
she could grasp her, if she could clasp 
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her, if she could make her hers absolutely 
and forever and then die; that was all 
she wanted.... The thick fingers curled 
inwards •••• 

Like some dumb creature who has been 
brought up to a gate for an unknmm 
purpose, and stands there longing to 
gallop away, Elizabeth Dalloway sat 
silent. ~·las Miss Kilman going to say 
anything more? 

"Don't quite forget me," S3.id Doris 
Kilman; he voice quivered. Right 
away to the end of the field the dumb 
creature galloped in terror. 

The great hand opened and shut. 
(Pp. 145-147) 
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Elizabeth, h01t1ever, makes her escape from the cramped, stuffy 

evilness of Miss Kilman's religion which she has been using 

only as a means of dominating others. Elizabeth "'._ras delighted 

to be free. The fresh air was so delicious. It had been so 

stuffy in the Army and Navy Stores" (P. 150). 

It was this dominating, controlling aspect of the clock 

which Mrs. ~·/oolf most despised, this slicing and regulating 

of the psychic stream which led to the destruction of per-

sonality. Virginia \·loolf 

saw as the great evil in human conduct 
the sin of possessiveness, the grasping 
after that 1trhich is not in the true nature 
of things a man' s o't'm, but t·rhich is by 
inalienable right another's. True to 
herself and her ot·m ex-perience she felt 
that this one inviolable possession was 
the individual personality; . this is 
t.,rhat she t·ras afraid for... This is why 
Doris Kilman is hateful and evil, - be
cause, having denied ber mm personality, 
she t·rould lay her ugly hands on another's, 
and swathe it and smother it beneath 
the drab shapelessness of her green 
mackintosh coat.... So Septimus 1.iarren 

. 
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Smith is not just a case of war-neurosis, 
mishandled by his doctors, but a cring
ing, fugitive human soul, escaping from 
Holmes and Bradsha\'r, who Nish to possess 
what is not their O\~, to violat~ the 
one inviolable right. 5 
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The clock, then, plays a major role in Mrs. Dallo~ay, 

just as it had done in Jacob's Room. In Mrs. DallO\•!ay, ho~!!·· 

ever, Virginia ';loolf bas enlarged her means of expressing 

her sense of the passage of time by making the actions and 

appearance of some of her characters suggest certain char-

acteristics of the clock. Of course the chronological age 

of a person is al\'rays a measurement of external time, and 

that person is, in a sense, a clock by which one c.an note 

the passage of time and estimate reasonably accurately hm..r 

much has passed since that person's birth. Ho\'.rever, a ~ . ..rriter 

. :::~~ does not generally go to such lengths to make this analogy 
·. -.:· 

-:.--.. :.· 
·.· ·. 

explicit, unless for a very specific purpose. Virginia 

\voolf' s purpose here, as \'Till be sho\m later in this thesis, 

is to repudiate the validity of chronological time as an 

accurate measurement of inner experience, and at the same 

time to establish a relationship between time and the 

personalities of some of the main characters. We can es

timate the length of a pers.on' s life in years, but to estimate 

the length of his life in e:~eriences is a much more difficult 

5R.L. Chambers, The Novels of Virginia Woolf, London 
and Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd Ltd., 1947. Fp. 3-4. 
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task. A person such as Sir \villiam Bradshat-1 \'lho regulates 

his life by the mechanically superimposed notation of the 

clock is disregarding the continuity and the heterogeneity 

of the psychic stream, and grossly oversimplifying the human 

personality. 

So far '"e have discussed such images of chronological 

time as the clock, the flash of a lighthouse beam, a swaying 

shawl and the personalities of certain characters. However, 

the most frequently employed of Mrs. ~:Joolf' s images for time 

is the sea. Early in To The Lighthouse, Mrs. Ramsay muses 

upon the sea. Sometimes, "the monotonous fall of the t-mves 

on the beach ••• beat a measured and soothing tattoo" to her 

thoughts; at other times, the sea "like a ghostly roll of 

drums remorselessly beat the measure of life" (Pp. 27-28). 

Both in beating the measure of life and in thudding regularly 

and monotonously on the beach, the sea suggests the passing 

of time. 

As a symbol of the .Passage of time, hm·Jever, the sea 

functions most effectively in The 1.•/aves. 6 In the vignette 

preceding each of the nine chapters of this most poetic of 

Virginia Woolf's novels, the crashing of the waves on the 

shore signifies the passing of the minutes, Hhile the position 

of the sum in the sky naturally signifies the time of day. 

6virginia ~·loolf, The \·laves, Nid~lese:::.c:. Penguin ~ook~, 
1964. Further references ':Till be to th~s ed~t~on. Pag~nat~on 
\'rill be included in the te::-..'t. 
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The rising and falling tides, the rising and setting sun, 

and the continuous advance of the waves on the shore ac-
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centuate the passage of time; but the nine positions of the 

sun also indicate the various stages in the lives of the 

six friends, for an entire lifetime from birth to death is 

encompassed between sunrise and sunset, and there is a life 

in every 'l.trave. These t'lro images, therefore, function on t\'IO 

different levels at the same time. In the vignette preceding 

the first chapter: 

The sun had not yet risen. The sea .was 
indistinguishable from the sky, except 
that the sea ~ .. ras slightly creased as if 
a cloth had '"rinkles in it. Gradually 
as the sky \·rhi tened a dark line lay on 
the horizon dividing the sea ·from the 
sky and the grey cloth became barred 
\'lith thick strokes. • • As they neared the 
shore each bar rose, heaped itself, broke 
and SNept a thin veil of ·vrhite t,·rater across 
the sand. The \·rave -paused, and then dreT:T 
out again... Slowly ••• (the sun rose) ••• 
higher and then higher until a broad 
flame became visible; an arc of fire 
burnt on the rim of the horizon, and 
all round it the sea blazed gold. 

(Pp. 5-6) 

In the first chapter, 'VThile the sea is "indistinguishable 

from the sky," and the v1aves are small and the sun just 

rising, the six friends are young children at primary school 

together. 

During the course of the second cha~ter, the friends 

separate for the first time, the three boys going to a 

boys' school, the girls to a school for young ladies. 

The sun rose higher. Blue \'raves, green 
waves svrept a quick fan over the beach, 
circling the spike of sea-holly and 

I . 
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leaving shallo~·,r pools of light here 
and there on the sand ••• The sun laid 
broader blades upon the house ••• 
touched something green. in the window 
corner and made it a lump of emerald ••• 
As the light increased a bud here and 
there split asunder and shook out 
flo\>rers, green veined and quivering ••• 
Meam·rhile the concussion of the 
waves breaking fell with muffled 
thuds, like logs falling, on the shore. 

\.P. 24) 
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Everything in this passage indicates youth and the beginning 

of life. The children are beginning to grO\'l up; the buds 

are becoming flo\·rers. The sun is rising; the children • s 

wings are frail but they are beginning to learn to fly. 

Time is bringing all this about; and the muffled thud of 

the waves on the shore is a constant reminder of this. 

By the time of the fifth chapter, the central fitures 

have reached the prime ·of life, have reached or passed the 

half-way mark. The sun has reached the point of rising \'lhere 

it begins to fall. Percival, the centre of attention of the 

six, is dead, having fallen . from a horse \•rhile riding in 

India. The friends begin to realize that life is not al

ways logical; things happen for no reason, senseless things 

like Percival's death; life can be cruel. They begin to 

understand the harsh reality of life: 

The sun had risen to its full height. 
It was no lon~er half seen and g~essed 
at... Nm·r the sun burnt unco'"'lpromising , 
undeniable... It 3ave to everything its 
exact measure of colour ••• 

The ~-raves broke and spread their 
waters swiftly over the shore. One after 

. :-
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another they massed themselves and 
fell; • • • The \•Taves fell; 1tTithdre'"' 
and fell again ••• 

(Pp. 126-28) 
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Time continues to advance; the \•raves break on the shore. 

Older, more mature, the central characters begin to encounter 

reality. i'lhen they vrere young, adolescent, everything seemed 

11 softly amorphous, as if the china of the plate flo,.,red and the 

· JJii' steel of the knife ,..,ere liquid" (P. 24). They , .. rere seeing 
.. ···.\!·;; 
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through the incorrupt eyes, and from the unhardened .hearts 

of youth then. No'!tT they must face life as it really is. 

Percival is dead; there is no reason, no explanation, no 

logical cause for his death. But "the sun. burnt uncompromis

ing, undeniable." Reality is harsh, but maturity is the a

bility to live 1.·rith reality, to see in "everything its exact 

f .) measure of colour. 11 Some do not mature. Rhoda can not 
. :~ : .... ·. 

. .: 

face reality; Louis distorts his reality, so that he evades 

rather than faces it. Bernard, probably, is the only one 

who really sees, and accepts, life as it is; be alone rides 

against the enemy. 

In the final chapter of The Haves, Rhoda is dead and 

the others have gro~m old. Their lives have reached their 

closes. In some ways, they have failed in life, in some ways 

they have succeeded. But the end is optimistic; Bernard 

becomes one \1ith Percival, and spurs his horse against 

the enemy, death. The ending is a return t0 the beginning, 

as the ,.,aves sink back into the ocean and the sun sets much 

as it had risen, in its eternal cycle. This cyclical 

. . ' ,. 
I 
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movement is strongly reinforced by the fact that the term

inology of the vignette preceding the ninth chapter largely 

echoes that of the one preceding the first chapter. 

Now the sun had sunk. Sky and sea 
\trere indistinguishable. The 1.1aves break
ing spre3.d their \•rhi te fans far out over 
the shore, sent \llhi te shado\·.'S into the 
recesses of sonorous caves a~d then 
rolled back sigbine; over the shingle ••• 
Darkness rolled its Naves along grassy 
rides and over the 1:rrinkled skin of 
the surf, enveloping the solitary thorn 
tree and the empty snail shells at its 
foot. r·1ountine; higher, darkness ble'ltl 
along the bare upland slopes, and met 
the fretted and abraded pinnacles of 
the mountain \•There the sno\·r lodges for
ever on the hard rock even \·rhen the 
valleys are full of r~nning streams and 
yellow vine. leaves, and girls, sitting 
on verandas, look up at the snow, shad
ing their faces l,oJith their fans. Them, 
too, darkness covered • 

(Pp. 202-03) 

The novel ends as "The \'laves broke on the shore" (P. 25G) . 

The novel has ended but time goes on. Time is supreme; time 

overcomes us all, the darkness covers us all. But some 

things are eterr.al. The sno'ltl lodges in the mountains "for

ever". The sun's cycle is eternal. The sun rises out of 

the sea and sets back into it again, and rises and sets again. 

So too, the sea goes on. It spreads its "'·rhite fans " over 

the shingles at the end of life much the s ame as it had at 

the beginning . These are eternal. 

In The Have s , as has been noted, the sun functions 

on t\·Io levels at once: it represents the time .:,f G.ay and 

also the various stages in the lives of the six cent r al 
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characters. By performing these two functions it also per

forms a third; that of creating an analogy between the chron

ological duration of the individual lifetime and the chron

ological duration of a day. Just as Clarissa Dallo'llray' s 

lifetime is but an hour in the lifetime of the human race, 

so also in The \'laves a lifetime is but a day, and less, for 

it is gone even as a \•rave breaks on the shore. However, Hrs. 

Woolf is suggesting that the individual lifetime is also 

part of a larger time, just as the individual ~·rave is part of 

a greater ocean. The juxtaposition of the day and the life

time in The Waves emphasizes the shortness of life, but at 

the same time the permanence of the process of life. Although 

he dies, the individual continues to exist, just as the 'ltJave 

which sinks back into the ocean continues to exist as part 

of the ocean for as long as the ocean endures. This view of 

time will be given more detailed treatment in the fifth 

· . ·.· chapter of this the sis. 

In her treatment of chronological time, then, Virginia 

Woolf progresses, in the course of the novels discussed in 

this chapter, from the blunt statement of the clock to the 

subtle, refined suggestion of time passing, of life ticking 

away, of things grm•ring old, of the shortness of life. This 

refinement is accomplished primarily through the skilful 

employment of imagery. In the novels from Jacob's Room 

to The Waves Mrs. Noolf was learning to handle inages, such 

as the thudding of vraves on the shore, the sNinging of a shai'll , 

. \ 
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and the falling of plaster, ''~hich suggest the passage of 

time, rather than to continue using allegorical figures 

such as the clock, Nhich merely make a statement of the 

hour. 

32 
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CHAPTER THREE 

PSYCHOLOGICAL DURATION: "THIE IN THE rUND" 

It was late, late in the evening, 
The lovers they were gone; 

The clocks had ceased their chiming, 
. And the deep river ran on,, 

(H.H, Auclc.n, "As I Walked 
Out One Evening") 
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Virginia \voolf i>ras not, hm·rever, concerned primarily 

with chronology. As has been suggested, her treatment of 

chronology was thorough largely so that its repudiation 

by the immeasurable flm-r of inner time \'lOuld be the more 

effective and complete. Life, she contended, is not merely 

a chronological arrangement of events: 

Life is not a series of gig lamps 
symmetrically arranged; life is a 
luminous halo, a semi-transparent 
envelope surrounding us from the 
beginning of consciousness to the 
end. Is it not the task of the 
novelist to convey this varying, 
this unknmm and uncircumscri bed 
spirit, '\'bat ever aberration or 
complexity it may display, with as 
little ~ixture of the alien and 
external as possible? 1 

Although she recognized the social secessity of the clock, 

Mrs. l:loolf \'lished to emphasize that it had no intellectual 

validity ,,.,hatsoever. It i·ms, she felt, the task of the 

novelist to convey, not chronology, but life - that "unknotm 

and uncircumscribed spirit," ~nd to do so 11 \'lith as little 

mixture of the alien and external as possible." For, as one 

critic has said: 

human life pulsates si~ultaneously 
at many levels, each corresponding 
to a particular ebb or flm·T of the 
psychic stream. To believe that these 
complex aspects of the psyche can 
lend themselves to a mechanically 

1virginia t:Joolf, "r.Todern Fiction," The Common Reader, 
1st series, 1923 . 
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superimposed notation - the clock -
would be a complete misrepresentation 
of reality. 2 
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The human being regulates his social life by the clock; 

it largely determines when he works, eats, and so on. The 

animal and vegetable worlds, however, are supremely indif

ferent to the regularity of clock time. Virginia \:Joolf , . ..,as 

keenly aware of Nature's indifference to the mechanical 

slicing of time into bits, and converted this indifference 

to her o~m use in developing her theory of time. 

Nature's disregard for the clock is first encountered 

in Jacob's Room: 

The church clock struck ten. Did 
the strokes reach the furze bush, 
or did the thorn tree hear them? 

(P. 125) 

The clock struck the quarter. The 
frail waves of sound broke among 
the stiff gorse and the ha\'rthorn 
twigs as the church clock divided 
time into ouarters. 

Motionless and broad-backed the 
moors received the statement 'It is 
fifteen minutes past the hour', but 
made no answer, unless a bramble stirred. 

(P. 126) 

Mrs. 1,•/oolf' s design here is simple enough. By demonstrating 

the impotence of clock time as a means of regulating nature, 

she would have an advantageous position from which to 

argue the inadequacy of the clock as a means of proportioning 

the succession of ideas in the mind. In Jacob's Room, 

p. 81. 
2Kumar, Bergson and The stream of Consciousness Novel, 
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however, Mrs. Woolf is beginning to experiment and the 

theory is here left at the level of. suggestion. 

36 

The first thing one beco~~ ~ ~ware of in reading Mrs. 

Dalloway, however, is the great diecrepancy between the time 

of the surface ne.rrative, '~rhich is one day, and the time 

involved in the basic drama within the minds of the char

acters, which covers approximately t"torenty years. 3 The clock 

divides the fl0\•7 of inner experience unequally. As Shiv 

Kumar has pointed out, 

the operations of Big Ben in slicing 
the day into regular bits are limited 
only to external phenomena. The inner 
time ••• yields to no such arbitrary 
divisions. The interval, for instance, 
between eleven o'clock and eleven-thirty 
is rich in intensity, unfolding the 
entire panorama of Mrs. Dalloway's 
past life at Bourton within the brief 
space of half an hour, \orhereas the 
much longer interval bet\·reen three
thirty and six o'clock is comparatively 
not as important. 4 

The persistent chiming of Big Ben repFesents chronological 

time; but in addition to announcing the hour, it also serves 

to emphasize this contrast bet\veen the rate of time in the 

mind and that on the clock. 

The first novelist to express the discrepancy bet':·reen 

clock time and mind time, or psychological duration, was 

3see Robert Hum~hrey, Stream of Cons9ious~ess in the 
Modern ~ovel, Los Angeles: University of Cal~forn~a Press, 
1965. P. 100. 

4Kumar, p. 75. 
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Laurence Sterne, one of the eighteenth century innovators 

of the new literary form. In Tristram Shandy,5 Sterne 

expresses, through Tristram's father, his conviction 

that in our computations of time, 'l.•re 
are so used to minutes, hours, weeks, 
and months - and of clocks (I wish there 
was not a clock in the kingdom) to 
measure out their severa.l portions to 
us, and to those \•rho belong to us -
that 't'ltrill be t.,rell, if in time to come, 
the succession of our ideas be of any 
use or service to us at all. 

Nolfr, ,,.,hether 1t1e observe it or no, 
continued my father, in every sound 
man's head, there is a regular suc
cession of ideas of one sort or other, 
which follot..r each other in train. 

(Pp. 195-96) 

37 

Sterne \'las at•rare, of course, that his unconventional 

treatment of time as the rate of the succession of ideas in 

the mind \'rould be questioned by many 'lfrri ters and critics. 

Through Tristram he defends himself against those ,,.,rho might 

take him to task for toying with the "probability of time": 

It is about an hour and a half's toler
able good reading since my uncle Toby 
rung the bell, \•Then Obadiah ,.,as ordered 
to saddle a horse, and go for Dr. Slo~, 
the man-rnid'Vrife; - so that no one can 
say, with reason, that I have not allo1·!ed 
Obadiah time enour::h, poetically s-peaking, 
and considerin~ the emergency too, both 
to go and come; - though, morally and 
truly speaking, the man perhaps has 
scarce had time to get on his boots. 

5Laurence Sterne, Tristram Shandy, Ne'" York: Nodern 
Library? 1950. Further references ~·Jill be to this edition. 
Paginat~on vrill be included in the text. 
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If the hypercritic 1-1ill go upon 
this; and is resolved after all to 
take a pendulum, and measure the true 
distance bet\'riJ..-t the ringing of the 
bell, and the rap at the door; - and 
after finding it to be no more than 
two minutes, thirteen seconds, and 
three fifths, - should take upon him 
to insult me for such a breach in the 
unity, or rather probability of time; 
- I would remind him, that the idea 
of duration, and of its simple modes, 
is got merely from the train and suc
cession of our ideas, - and this is 
the true scholastic pendulum, - and 
by \-rhich, as a scholar, I ,.,ill be 
tried in this matter ••• 

(Pp. 104-05) 

And if the succession of ideas in the mind i~ time then 

a great deal more of time than an hour and. a half has 

passed since Obadiah left. Tristram ,.,ould remind the 

hypercritic that, during the time Obadiah has been going 

the eight miles to Dr. Slop's, and back, 

I have brought my uncle Toby from 
Namur, quite across all Flanders, 
into England: - that I have had him ill 
upon my~hands near four yegrs; and have 
since travelled hio and Corporal Trim 
in a chariot-and-four, a journey of 
near t\·To hundred miles dmm into Yorkshire, 
- all \·rhich put tocether, must have 
prepared the reader's imagination for 
the entrance of Dr. Slop upon the stage, 
- as much, at least (I hope) as a 
dance, a song, or a concerto between 
the acts • 

(P. 105) 
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Nevertheless, if the hypercritic ,,,ere 11 intractable, alleging 

that two minutes and thirteen seconds are no more than two 

minutes and thirteen seconds" (P. 105), then Tristram '"ould 

"put an end to the whole objection and controversy about 
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it all at once, - by acquainting him, that 01)adiah had not 

got above three-score yards from the stable-yard before he 

met with Dr. Slop ••• " (Pp. 105-06). In actuality, then, the 

t\oro minutes and thirteen seconds are sufficient for Obadiah 

to have gone this far and back; be has not, in fact, traveled 

the eight miles to Dr. Slop's. 

The \'lhole point of this disquisition by Tristram is 

to indicate that the clock time by \'lhich 't'Te regulate and 

co-ordinate our social activities has no validity at the 

level of the imagination. Four years of events can pass 

through the mind in minutes; an<l a journey of t,.,,o hundred 

miles may occupy in the mind just a fevr seconds. The con-

versation bet,.,reen the time of Obadiah's departure and his 

return with Dr. Slop serves, Sterne maintains, to indicate 

the passage of a period of chronological time just as 

effectively as "a dance, a song, or a concerto bet·r.:reen the 

acts" of a play serves to indicate the passage of perhaps 

years. 

In her mock-serious preface to Orlando, 6 Virginia 

\voolf, in naming those authors who most influenced her, 

mentioned Sterne as one of "the first that come to mind". 

As A.A. Mendilow has pointed out, "the family likeness 

6virginia tloolf, Orlando, Middlesex: Penguin Books, 
1963. Further references will be to this edition. Pagination 
will be included in the text. 
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comes out very clearly" in Orlando: "Like Sterne, the author 

is at pains to emphasize the psychological as contrasted 

with the chronological values of duration, and to bring out 

the difference bet\•Jeen the t\'ro by the adroit use of one as 

a yardstick to measure the otber."7 In the follo\·ring passage 

from Orlando, the discrepancy bet\•reen the t"~:ro concepts of time 

is clearly illustrated by this method: 

An hour, once it lodges in the c;n1eer 
element of the human spirit, may be 
stretched to fifty or a hundred times 
its clock length; on the other hand, an 
hour may be accurately represented on 
the timepiece of the mind by one second. 
This extraordinary dis~repancy bet1:1een 
time on the clock and time in the mind 
is less kno~-m than it should be' and 
deserves fuller investigation. 

(P. 69) 

Orlando's sense of tine's irregular passing is also 

demonstrated by his varying awareness of its passage: 

'"'ben a man has reached the age of 
thirty, as Orlando no•:.r had, tine "~:Then he 
is thinkin~ becomes inordinately lon~; 
time \•rhen he is doing becomes inordin
ately short. Thus Orlando gave his orders 
and did the business of his vast estates 
in a flash; but directly he ~ .. ras alone 
on the mound under the oak tree, the sec
onds began to round and fill until it 
seemed as if they would never fall. 

(P. 69) 

He feels that these hours under the oak tree add years to 

his life; "he "''ould go out after breakfast a man of thirty 

7A.A. Mendilo~ Time and The Novel, London: Peter 
Nevill, 1952. P. 228. 
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and come home to dinner a man of fifty-five at least" (P, 70), 

Orlando recognizes the continuous nature of time and the 

unequal divisions of clock time, "Some weeks added a century 

to his age, others no more than three seconds at most" (P, 70), 

This refusal to accept calendar time 
as a standard is the expianation of the 
unconventional treatment of the lapse 
of centuries in the biography, It also 
explains the rejection of temporal 
sequence and continuity, T'.le biographer 
switches from one discriminated occasion 
into the heart of another l'li thou.t warn
ing; seconds expand into years, as when 
she falls in love and marries in the 
course of three and a half seconds: 
years under the oak tree pass like 
seconds; separate durations telescope 
and proceed simultaneously,8 

The expansion of time in the mind is merely the pro

cess of memory, for the most part, We think of past events, 

or we anticipate future events and these events expand our 

present thought, Time seems short generally when we think 

of things we would like to have lasted longer: we would 

like to relish them longer: and this contracted memory of 

the past in turn makes the present seem longer. The poet 

Shelley, borrowing from Sterne, expressed this more simply 

and more comprehensively in his notes on Queen Mab: 

Time is our consciousness of the 
succession cf ideas in our mind. 

8Ibid, Pp, 228-29, 
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Vivid sensation, of either pain or 
pleasure, makes the time seem long, 
as the common phrase is, because it 
renders us more acutely conscious of 
our ideas ••• Perhaps the ~erishing 
ephemeron enjoys a longer life than 
the tortoise. 9 

Thus, Orlando, longing for her husband \·lho is at sea, 

42 

feels acutely conscious of the longevity of the present. As 

a result, the time she spent with her husband in the past 

is greatly contracted and seems t have been merely three 

seconds and a half. (Orlando, p. 186) 

If time is then, as \'le have suggested, a highly per

sonal, private flow ,.,hicb cannot be regulated by the highly 

artificial, public values of the clock, it becomes evident that 

objective time, the very chimes of the 
clock, at the level of reverie, leave 
their mark not as standards of measure-
ment but as impressions. They cut off 
unequal segments of psychological or 
inner time ••• they divide the flo'ltr arti-
ficially; it immediately closes again 
over the cut, like \'Tater behind a ship's 
keel. 10 

The continuous flow of mind time, the succession of ideas 

in the mind, is divided into unequal segments by the hours • 

The true length of an hour varies according to its i mpor

tance. As h~s been noted, the half hour from eleven to 

eleven-thirty in r-1r.s. DalloNay is much richer in experience, 

9Percy Bysshe Shelley, Notes on r!ueen Hab. Note 16 . 
Mendilow quotes more fully in Time and t he Novel, p. 120. 

10Mendilo't'r, Ti me and the Novel, p. 214. 
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hence comprises a longer succession of ideas, than the two 

and a half hours from three-thirty to six o'clock. The number 

of years a person livGs therefore does not accurately re

present the length of that person's life. This is piquantly 

demonstrated by the fact that one day for Mrs. Dallo'l...,ray 

contains twenty years of chronological time; and in the 

course of three hundred and fifty years Orlando ages only 

twenty years. 

In Orlando, particularly, Virginia \'loolf inserts 

numerous comments to emphasize the fluidity and the variety 

of psychological duration. Orlando's 11 1,o1hole past, which 

seemed to him of extreme length and variety" is contained 

within "the falling second" which is itself s"relled "a dozen 

times its natural size" (P. 70). Time is elastic; it can 

be stretched backward and forward, expanded and compressed. 

Therefore life can seem to Orlando "of prodigious length. 

Yet even so, it went like a flash" (P. 70). "Altogether11
, 

Orlando concludes, "the task of estimating the length of human 

life ••• is beyond our capacity, for directly we say that it 

is ages long, \'re are reminded that it is briefer than the fall 

of a rose leaf to the ground" (P. 70). And yet, on another 

occasion we are sho'\'m that "if a leaf fell, it fell •• so 

slowly that one could watch it for half an. hour fluttering 

and falling till it came to rest at last, on Orlando's foot" 

(P. 181). 

This expanding and compressing of time prepares us 
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for the statement that there is not merely one flo\or of time 

within the durational stream of the individual's mind, but 

many, many different times progressing simultaneously. And 

if there are (at a venture) seventy
six different times all ticking in 
the mind at once, hm.,r many different 
people are there not - Heaven helu 
us - all having lodgement at one -
time or another in the human spirit? 
Some say t\'IO thousand and fift:r-t1•1o. 

(P. 217) 

This great variety of times, or 11 selves11
, Hithin the psy

chological stream allov1s for memorie8 of many different 

past times, anticipations of the future, grapplings \'lith 

present situations, various personal moods, and so on; all 

of which proceed simultaneously ,.,ithin the mind. Near the 

end of the novel, Orlando recounts, as she drives home, 

many of the "selves11 \'v'hich compose the totality of \•rhat 

she now is. When the novel began, during the Elizabethan 

period, Orlando \lias a boy of sixteen'! Nm-r, in 1928 she is 

a woman of thirty-six. \·/hat -this novel-biography does is 

to show Orlando living through all the stages of her family's 

ancestors. The history of her family is summed up in ,.,hat 

Orlando n0\'1 is, so that, as the fictitious biographer notes, 

it is the most usual thing in the 1.·1orld 
for a person to call, directly they are 
alone, Orlando? (if that is one's name) 
meaning by that, Come, come! I'm sick 
to death of this particular self. I 
\'rant another. Hence the astonishing 
changes Ne see in our friends •••• 
still the Orlando she needs may not 
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come; these selves of which "re are 
built up, one on top of another, as 
plates are piled on a \'laiter's hand, 
have attachments else\'There, sympathies ••• 

(Pp. 217-18) 
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Each of these selves represents a different time 'w'rith

in the general stream; and just as all of Orlando's selves 

are really one self, so all these different times are 

one time - all coalescing to form the psychic stream of 

mind time. And thus a person's true age must be measured 

by the rate of succession of ideas in the mind "rhich, in 

turn, is dependent upon the individual's experiences. There 

are those, of course, \'lho 

someho\'1 contrive to synchronize the 
sixty or seventy different times '!,•Thich 
beat simultaneously in every normal 
hyman system so that i'lhen eleven strikes, 
all the rest chime in unison... Of 
them 'IJle can justly say that they live 
precisely the sixty-eight or seventy
two years allotted them on the tomb
stone •••• others are hundreds of years 
old though they call themselves thirty
six. The true length of a person's life, 
\'lhatever the Dictionarv of National 
Biography may say1 ~s alNays a matter 
of dispute. For ~t is a difficult 
business -this timekeeping ••• 

(Pp. 215-16) 

Therefore, although some individuals succeed in regulating 

their lives, in living by clock time, many more "are hun

dreds of years old though they call themselves thirty-six." 

This elasticity of mind time, and the "extraordinary 

discrepancy" betTtreen psychological duration and chronology, 

11 betTtreen t~me on the clock and time in the mind" (Orlando, 
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P. 69), are also treated in Betwe~n the Acts, 11 Virginia 

Woolf's last novel. As in Mrs. Dallot·Tay, the surface 

narrative of this·novel covers one day, beginning on one 

night in J'une, 1939, and ending on the following night after 

the performance of a village pageant at Pointz Hall. The 

pageant, on the other hand, depicts the history of England, 

and the underlying drama of the novel stretches back to the 

datm of civilization. 

Mrs. Swithin, the chief personality of the novel, is, 

we are told, "given to increasing the bounds of the moment 

by flights into past or .future." An Outline of History, 

which is her favourite reading, aids in extending the 

boundaries of the present moment while serving, at the same 

time, as a symbol of historical time. Reading the Outline, 

Mrs. Swithin has been 

thinking of rhododendron forests in 
Piccadilly; ••• It took her five sec
onds in actual time, in mind time ever 
so much longer, to separate Grace her
self, with blue china on a tray, from 
the leather-covered grunting monster 
who t·Tas about ••• to demolish a t·Thole 
tree in ••• the primeval forest. 

(Pp. 13-14) 

To The Li5hthouse also illustrates the discrepancy 

bet1treen chronology and inner duration. "The T,·Jindot·r", the 

opening section of this novel, is similar to the period 

11virginia Hoolf, BetT,oJeen The Acts, London: The 
Hogarth Press, 1941. Further references Hill be to this 
edition. Pagination 1t1ill be included in the text. 
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between eleven and eleven-thirty in Mrs. Dallo\'ray. In this 

section of To The Lighthouse, 

Virginia Woolf describes an intense human 
experience in a mere cross section of a 
September evening from six o'clock to 
supper time. Therefore, \'Thereas the12 clock covers only a couple of hours, 

we are "enabled to participate in the inner experience 

of various characters."12 

Kumar also fee]s that Lily Briscoe's 11 definitive ·stroke 11 

near the centre of her canvas "symbolizes a sudden intuitive 

realization of the qualitative blending into each other 

of the mechanically separated segments of time."13 This 

is Lily's vision, that past, present and future are not 

separate segments of a linear progress, but rather arbitrary 

divisions developed for social expediency. In actuality 

these divisions do not, and cannot, cause any break in the 

durational flo'.'r of mind time. Lily's painting "seems to be 

designed on a durational pattern, since it derives its aes

thetic validity from a qualitative interpenetration of the 
14 past, present, and future." 

The best that the clock can h~pe to do, in the face 

of the external flOlJT of mind time, is to awaken for a mo

ment "the subconscious mind to the a\'rareness of externals 

12Kumar, Bergson and the Stream of Consciousness 
Novel, p. ?7. 

l3Ibid. P. 78. 

14Ibid • 
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and hence of the conventional measurements of time.u15 This 

is precisely what the clock does for Isa in Between the Acts. 

Musing that she is wandering in a field where there is no 

change, "nor greetings nor partings", where the rose is 

"unblo\lling, ungrowing" (P. 180), she looks up and sees the 

stable clock about to strike, its hands at t\'TO minutes to 

the hour. The sight of the clock shatters her vision of 

a timeless, unchanging world, and awakens her to an aware

ness of the world of material possessions. 

Similarly, in Hrs. Dallowa:v, Clarissa is in her room, 

having beard of Septimus Smith's suicide: 

The young man had killed himself; 
but she did not pity him; \"v'ith the 
clock striking the hour, one, two, 
three, she did not pity him with all 
this going on ••• she felt glad t hat 
he had done it; tbrm·m it m-Jay \-Jhile 
they \'Tent on living. The clock \-Jas 
striking. The leaden circles dis
solved in the air. But she must go 
back ••• And she came in from the little 
room. 

(Pp. 205-06) 

The striking of the clock recalls Clarissa from her reverie 

\} beyond external time, back to the time of the clock, the ti-me 

.. ;· .. •_ 

. . . · .. 

- :· . . ·· 

in \llhich her party guests move. 

It is in The ~·laves, ho,:rever, t hat this contraction of 

the mind from the vast eternal to the narrm-1 world of the 

present moment is best expressed. At Hampton Court, the 

l5Mendi low, Time and the Novel, p. 214. 
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minds of the six friends wander away from the present 

moment into "the abysses of time" where their "separate 

drops are dissolved" (P. 193) and 'l.'lhere they achieve communion 

for a time. They enter "the still mood, the disembodied 

mood ••• when the walls of the mind become transparent" 

(P. 196), time is abolished and union is achieved. 

Later, when Bernard is with Neville, the same mood 

of eternal timelessness prevails: 

Yes, but suddenly one hears a clock 
tick. \ve sho had been immersed in 
this \•rorld became a\·rare of another. 
It is painful. It \·ras Neville \·rho 
changed our time. He, \·rho had been 
thinking \·lith the unlir.tited time of 
the mind, \trhich stretches in a flash 
from Shakespeare to ourselves, poked 
the fire and began to live by that 
other clock 'l.·rhich marks the approach 
of a particular person. The ,.,ide 
and dignified s•:reep of his mind con
tracted. He became on the alert •••• 
From the myriads of mankind and all 
time past he had chosen one person, 
one moment in particular. 

(P. 235) 

Neville is recalled from "the unlimited time of the mind" 

to the material ioJorld by the clock which reminds him that 

he is expecting a visitor. "The link \'lith 'all time past' 

':·i~{: is broken, the mind shrinks, is impoverished of its infinite 

richness and assumes the threadbare vesture of the present 

moment, ~ methematical instant in the ceaseless flow of 

time. n 16 

1~umar, p. 85. 
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However, the clock which contracts our inner expansion 

and arrests the back\oJard and forward motion of time also 

emphasizes an awareness of the true nature of time. The very 

fact of the clock's existence accentuates the contrast between 

clock time and mind time. Isa Oliver, for example, in Bet\·reen 

The Acts, ,,rould not have recognized so acutely this contrast 

but for the presence of the stable clock (P. 181). 

Clarissa DallO\oJay, contemplating the death of Septimus 

Smith, realizes, as the clock strikes the hour, that his 

suicide was not only a revolt against humanity, against 

Holmes and Bradsha\·r, but also a rejection of the cloc~-c time 

which they represent. Therefore, 

she did not pity him; \'Tith the clock 
striking the hour, one, t\'10, three, 
she did not pity him, with all this 
going on • • • She felt someho\•T very 
like him - the young man 1:rho had 
killed himself. She felt glad that 
he had done it; thrO'I:m it a Hay vrhile 
they \'rent on living. The clock \•Tas 
striking. 

(P. 206) 

By his suicide, Septimus allies himself T,rith psycho

logical duration, with mind time, rather than with the social 

regulation \·!hich the clock represents. Clarissa, therefore, 

does not pity him because she realizes that he has rejected 

the tyranny of clock time and united himself with the psychic 

flo\'T of mind time. Her recoe;nition of the significance 

__ pf Se~timus•s death causes her to realize the contrast be

tween clock time and mind time, and the value of the latter. 

For, as James Hafley has pointed out, 
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Mrs. Dallo\·ray represents the conflict, 
not between person and person, but be
tween duration and false time. On t 1.orenty 
occasions during the course of the novel, 
clocks strike - 'shredding and slicing, 
dividing and subdividing, the clocks ••• 
nibbled at the June day, counselled 
submission, upheld authority, and pointed 
out in chorus the advantages of a sense 
of proportion' - and against the materiality 
of this spatialized day in London is 
placed the spirituality, the true duration, 
of Mrs. Dalloway's consciousness, the con
tinuity of ,.,hich denies that 'dividing 
and subdividing.' 17 
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In The \'laves, Bernard's recognition of the validity of 

"the unlimited time of the mind, \'Ihich stretches in a flash 

from Shakespeare to ourselves" (P. 235) is stronr.;ly rein

forced by the very fact that Neville relinquishes his in

volvement in mind time and begins to live by clock time. 

Bernard understands that Neville bas sacrificed something 

very precious \'rben be begins to live by the time of the clock. 

He realizes that 

it is a mistake, this e~~reme precision, 
this orderly and military progress; a 
convenience, a lie. There is ah1ays be-
l0\'1 it • • • a rushing stream of broken dreams, 
nursery rhymes, street cries, half-finished 
sentences and sights - elm trees, 'dllm·T 
trees, gardeners s\'Teeping, \•Iomen \'lriting 
that rise and sink even as \'Te hand a lady 
do~m to dinner •••• There is nothing one 
can fish up in a spoon; nothing one can 
call an event. Yet it is alive too and 
deep, this stream. 

(P. 219) 

l?James Hafley, The Glass Roof: Virginia lfoolf as 
Novelist, Ne\'T York: Russell and Russell, 1963. P. 62. 
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Ther~ is "nothing one can call an event" in the end-

less flow of mind time. Events run together in this stre.am. 

There is, therefore, no need for a clock in the realm of 

mind time; there are no events to record, nothing to reg-

ulate. And yet, "it is alive too and deep, this stream"; 

the stream of psychological duration is alive, moving, ex-

citing and profound. It stretches far, far into the past, 

and into the future too. These mechanical segments -past, 

present and future - do not, hol'rever, exist in mind time; 

there is only the general stream, and all times merge in 

this fluidity so that the time of Shakespeare is also the 

time of Neville, and Shakespeare lives within Neville's 

"unlimited time of the mind" (P. 23.5}. 
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CHAP'I'ER FOUR 

PAST AS PHESENrl': "NY TUNNELLING PROCESS" 

Time present and time past 
Are both perhaps present in time future, 
And time future contained in time past •••• 
What might have been and i·rhat has been 
Point to one end, i'rhich is ali-rays present. 
Footfalls echo in the memory 
Down the passage l'rhich we did not tal{e 
Tol'rards the door we never opened 
Into the rose-gardern. 

(T. s. Eliot, "Burnt Norton") 

"Although as for things past, i'lhenever 
true stories are related, out of the 
memory are drm·m not the things them
selves '-vhich are· past, but such "L'lords 
as ••• they, in their passing through our 
senses, have, as their footsteps, left 
imprinted in our minds. " 

(st. Augustine, Confessions, XI, xviii) 
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A. A. Mendilow pointed out in Time and The Novel that 

the modern novelists have endeavoured to "enter the char

acter's mind and see life filtered through his perception. 

Trying to follow faithfully his mental processes, they note 

how fla.shes of the past jerk in and out of his present con

sciousness, telescoping, coalescing, disintegrating, brea.king 

out of sequence, starting off chains of unpredictable and 

sometimes untraceable associations."l In the late years of 

his life Tolstoi also commented on the recurrence of certain 

past "scenes" in the presents 

••• there are times in my long iife 
which are clearly preserved in my 
memory, and other times which have 
completely disappeared, they no lon~cT 
exist. The moments which remain are 
most frequently the moments when the 
spirit in me woke ••• . Spiritual life 
is a recollection. A recollection is 
not the past, it is all'lays the present 
••• there can be no progress for tne 
spirit, for it is not in time. ifuat 
the life in time is for, we do not 
knm'lJ it is only a transitory phe
nomenon.2 

The~e remarks summarize rather aptly some of the major 

aspects of Virginia Hoolf's treatment of the past as an 

1Mendilow. P. 221 

2Gold'enveizer, 'l'alks Hith Tolsto1. Quoted in Hafley, 
The Glass Roof, p. 77. Hafley points out that Virginia Woolf 
herself translated these Temarks of Tolstol's. 
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element of the present. From Jacob's Room onward, Mrs. Woolf 

was very much concerned with entering the minds of her char

acters and seeing life filtered through their perceptions. 

She could not, of course, have been unaware of the tremendous 

effect which memory bas upon the present consciousness, 

bringing to bear upon the present moment a myriad elements 

of past experiences. For a long time she grappled 1rrith this 

problem of recollection, that strange faculty of the human 

memory whereby certain past situations are "clearly preserved" 

whereas others "have completely disappeared, they no longer 

exist." 

The problem bad to be dealt ·.o.~ith sensibly for the novelist 

could not merely introduce "flashbacks" 1rrhenever it \oJas helpful 

to know something of a character's background; not, at any 

rate, without seriously disrupting the sequence of the psychic 

stream. Those elements of the past 1r1hich \•rere essential to 

the development of the character must.arise logically out of 

the character's present consciousness; for Tolstoi was ob

viously correct in assuming that the only elements of the 

past -which exist at all are those \'Thich remain in the memory. 

And these, ironically, no longer belong to the past. They 

are not events which occurred in the past and belong to the 

past; they belong to the present of the memory - "A recol

lection is not the past, it is al't·mys the presen"G." The 

recollection of an event is not that actual past event; it 

is a new event \'rith an existence of its o~,m in the flo"Vr of 
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mind time, The recalled event, in fact, is not even the 

same as the past event, for, ·as Virginia i.foolf noted, "the 

accent falls differently from .of old";3 the recalled event 

is changed and coloured by the biases of the personality 

which recalls it. The remembered past is not, therefore, 

the actual past, but the present. The past does not exist; 

the remembered past exists as part of the present moment. 

This much was straightforward. The problem lay in 

l'rorking these "flashes of the past" Nhich "jerk in and out 

of ; the present consciousness" into a novel i•tUhout making 
/ 

__ .- it jerky, without interrupting the fluidity of psychological 

duration, It was not l'Tithout a great deal of searching and 

struggling that Virginia ~·loolf was finally able to achieve 

this goal. It 1·1as not until late 1923 that a solution to the 

problem began to take shape. "It toolc me a year's groping", 

she wrote in Cc tober, 192 3, while working on Hrs. Dallm-tay 

(then titled The Hour~), 

to discover what I call my tunnelling 
process, by which I tell the past by 
instalments, a~ I have need of it. This 
is my prime discovery so far;, •• But 
lor' love mel . I've not re~read .my great 
discovery, and it m~y be nothing im
portant whatsoever. 

~;i;yt The bulk of Hrs. Hoolf' s fiction after Hrs. Dallm·ray illustrates 

·/ . 

:· . · · 

.iJ)J 

3virginia Hoolf, The Conunon Reader, P• 189. 

4A Writer' s Diary, October 15, 1923. 
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the importance, and the gradual refinement, of this "prime 

discovery so far", · this ability to revitalize the past into 

the present "as I have need of it." 

In Mrs. Dallo\'ray the recollected past becomes part of 

the present on the opening page. Musing upon the freshness 

of the summer morning, "fresh as if issued to children on 

a beach", Claris~a Dalloway returns in thought to the time 

of her own childhood when, on a similar morning, 

she had burst open the French \•rindm-rs 
and plunged at Bourton into the open 
air. Ho"r f'resh, hO\•l calm, stiller 
than this of course, the air was in 
the early morning; like the flap of 
a \'lave; the kiss of a \·rave; chill 
and sharp and yet (for a girl of eigh
teen as she then was) solemn... . 

(Mrs. Dalloway. P. 5) 

Then she thinks of Peter \'lalsh, her first love, \·rhom she 

5? 

had forsaken to marry Richard Dallm•ray, a member of Parliament. 

Peter ;•would be back from India one of these days, June or 

July, she forgot \.,rbieh, for his letters ,.,ere awfully dull ••• " 

(P.5). 
Nevertheless, despite her preoccupation with the past 

Clarissa asserts that: 

In people's eyes, in the S\·ring, tramp, 
and trudge; in the bellow and the 
uproar; the carriages , motor ears, omni
buses, vans, sandwich men shuffling and 
swinging; brass bands; barrel organs; 
in the triumph and the jingle and the 
strange high singing of some aeroplane 
overhead \>laS \oJbat she loved; life; 
London; this moment of June. 

(P. 6) 
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And yet, almost i~mediately her thoughts desert London 

and "this moment of June'! and return to the recollection 

of her youth and Peter Walsh. 

For . they might be parted for hundreds 
of years, she and Peter; she never 
wrote a letter and his \'lere dry as 
sticks; but suddenly it would come 
over her, if he \•rere with me nou 
what would he say? - some days, 
some sights bringing him back to 
her calmly, '''i thout the old bitter
ness; which perhaps was. the re,·rard 
of having cared for people; they 
came back in the middle of St. James's 
Park on a fine morning - indeed they 
did. 

(P. 9) 

58 

Peter Walsh and their courtship at Bourton have become part 

of this fine morning in St. James's Park •. This is acco1'!1-

plished very smoothly and effectively by having a specific 

morning from Clarissa's youth suggested to her conscious-

ness by the freshness of the present morning. The recollection 

of this morning then leads naturally into thoughts of her 

youth and of Peter Walsh, so that an essential part of 

Clarissa's background is presented ttrithout the necessity of 

disrupting the flow of her present thoughts. 

"Never should she forget all that," she continues, 

referring to the quarrel ,,.,hicb bad rt.<ptured her affair l.•rith 

Peter. "Cold, heartless, a prude, he called her. Never 

· · could she understand ho'!tT he cared" (P. 10). It sill an€:ers 

- her to recall how Peter had called her the perfect hostess: 

"the perfect hostess he called her (she bad cried over it 
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in her bedroom), she had the makings of the perfect ·hostess, 

he said" (P. 10). 

And when Peter does return from India, that very morning, 

his unexpected visit to Clarissa causes a sudden flood of 

past memories into the present moment: 

"Do you remember", she said, "hotot 
the blinds used to flap at Bourton?" 

11They did" , he said; and he remem
bered breakfasting alone very awkt . .,.ardly, 
with her father ••• 

"I often \'fish I'd got on better 'lri th 
your father", he said. 

"But he never liked anyone \'lho -
our friends", said Clarissa; and could 
have bitten her tongue for thus reminding 
Peter that he had t·Ta.nted to marry her. 

Of course I did, thought Peter; it 
almost broke my heart too, he thought; 
and was overcome t.,rith his ot>m grief, t·rhich 
rose like a moon looked at fro~ a terrace, 
ghastly beautiful 't·rith J.ight fro!!l the 
sunken day. I 't·ras more unhal;)py than I've 
ever been since, he thought. And as if 
in truth he t>Tere sitting there on the terrace 
be edged a little tm·ra.rds Clarissa; put 
his hand out; raised it; let it fall. There 
above them it hung, that moon. She too 
seemed to be sitting t'lith him on the terrace, 
in the moonlight. 

(Pp. 47-48) 

Peter realizes the emotional strain of this dwelling upon 

the past and makes an effort to break the spell and return to 

the present. 

For \'lhy go back li.ke this to the P.ast? 
be thought. 1·/by make him think of it 
again? lt/by make him suffer, ,_.,ben she 
had tortured him so infernally? t,fuy? 

(P. 48) 

However, for Peter Walsh and Clarissa Dalloway there 

is no present except the remembered past. Everything be

tween them, everything they share belongs to that past. 
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They can not communicate in the thin atmosphere of the 

present, and Clarissa immediately plunges back into the 

past, taking Peter '\·Ti th her; but this time they go their 

different 'ltays, each contemplating a portion of his life 

with which the other is not directly concerned. 

"Do you remember the lake?" she 
said, in an abrupt voice, under the 
-pressure of an emotion \-lhich caught 
her heart, made the muscles of her throat 
stiff, and contracted her lips in a spasm 
as she said "lake". For she was a child thrm·r
ing bread to the ducks, bet\<reen her "Parents, 
and at the same ti!'!le a grm·m \'lOman coming 
to her parents who stood by the lake, holding 
her life in her arms '\·rbich, as she neared 
them, gre"' larger in her arms, until it be
came a \·Thole life, a complete life, ,.,hich 
she put dm•m by them and said, "This is 
what I have made or it ! This ! II And ~:That 
bad she made or it? \•lbat, indeed? sitting 
there se,Jing this morning '\•ritb Peter. 

(P. 48) 

60 

Peter, vie,-ting the daily routine or Clarissa's life in 

London, finds it terribly difficult to cocprebend her con

tinuing routine existence '\oJithout his physical presence: 

And this bad been going on all the 
time! he thought: ~!Teek after \•Jeek; 
Clarissa's life; ':!bile I - he thought; 
and at once everything seemed to ra-
diate from him; journeys; rides; quarrels; 
adventure; bridge parties; love aff~irs; 
work; '\·rork, t.•rorlc! and he took out h1.s 
knife quite openly, his old horn-handl:d 
kLife \•rhicb Clarissa could s~·Tear be baa 
had these thirty years - and clenched his 
fist upon it. 

(P. 49) 

Peter's amazement upon recognizing the existence of 

a time duration progressing outside his mind and without his 
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having been in£luenced by it, of change outside his con

sciousness and beyond his influence, is echoed in Mrs. 

Ramsay's r"'-";tion, in To The Lighthouse, to hearing of some 

of her old :~riends, the Mannings, "Tho are living at MarloN. 

During dinner Hr. Bankes, a guest of the Ramsays, has been 

telling Mrs. Ramsay about the Mannings, that they are 

building a new billiard room: 

And it '.·ras still going on, f1rs. Ramsay 
mused, gliding like a ghost am0ng the 
chairs and tables of that dra\'ring-room 
on the banks of the Thames where she 
had been so very, very cold tNenty years 
ago; but nm·r she \•Tent among them like a 
ghost; and it fascinated her, as if, i·Thile 
she had changed, that -particular day, no~·r 
become very still and beautiful; had re
mained there, all these years.... but 
she did not knO\.,r this Carrie \·Tho built 
a ne,., billiard room. But bm·1 strange, 
she re-peatea, to Hr. Bankes's amuse-
ment, that they should be going on there 
still. For it , .. ras extraordinary to think 
that they had been ca~able of going on 
living all these years \'!hen she had not 
thought of them more than once all that 
time. 

(P-p. 132-33) 

This rush of time -past, and of static character, into 

the -present o£ Mrs. Ramsay's consciousness is, in turn, 

re-peated in more dramatic for~ in the third section of the 

nove 1 \'Then the memory of the no\·1 dead I1rs. Ramsay floods 

in u-pon Lily Briscoe's consciousness causing for her a re

creation of Mrs. Ramsay and of the past. Standing on the 

lai•m attempting to finish the painting she had begun there 

ten years ago, before Mrs. Ramsay's death, Lily alloi.,rs 
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her thoughts to drift back to that time. "And as she dipped 

into the blue paint, she dipped too into the past there" 

(P. 256). Painting on the lawn, "she seemed to be sitting 

beside Mrs. Ramsay on the beach" (P. 255), and she continues 

on "tunnelling her way into her picture, into the past" 

(P. 258). Now as she turns over in her mind the events which 

have transpired since Mrs. Ramsay's death, Lily attempts to 

assert her independence of the past and of Mrs. Ramsay: 

But the dead, thought Lily, encountering 
some obstacle in her design \•rhich made 
her pause and ponder, stepping back a 
foot or so, oh, the dead! she murmured; . 
one pitied them, one brushed them aside, 
one bad even a little contempt for them. 
They are at our mercy. Mrs. Ramsay had 
faded and gone, she thought. ~'le can 
over-ride her wishes, improve away her 
limited, old-fashioned ideas. She 
recedes further and further from us. 

(P. 260) 

The irony of Lily's thoughts becomes explicit shortly 

after,,ard, however, for as she nears her moment of il

lumination, as the elements of her painting begin to fall 

into place - "The problem might be solved after all" -

she begins to recognize a tremendous need for Mrs. Ramsay: 

"Mrs. Ramsay! Mrs. Ramsay! 11 she 
cried, feeling the old horror come back 
- to 'ttant and '.-tant and not to have. 
Could she inflict that still? And then, 
quietly, as if she.refrained,_that too 
became part of ord1nary_expe~1ence, Has 
on a level \'lith the cba1r, 'nth t.he 
table. Hrs. Ramsay - it "tJas part of her 
perfect goodness - sat there quite simply, 
in the chair, flicked her needles to_and 
fro, knitted her reddish-brovm stock1ng, 
cast her shadow on the step. There she 
sat. 

(P. 300) 
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Lily expresses a need for Mrs. Ramsay and immediately the 

memory of Mrs. Ramsay as part of her painting ten years 

ago rushes back upon her with such force that she actually 

experiences her presence. The spiritual presence is so 

strong as almost to constitute a physical resurrection. 

And it is because of her mental re-creation of Mrs. Ramsay 

that the nature of Lily's vision becomes clear to her. The 

physically dead, she realizes, are not, as she had earlier 

asserted, at our mercy: one can not brush them aside. 

R:rs. Ramsay has not faded and gone; it is not true that 

"she recedes further and further from us." On the con-

trary, she bas become dramatically present. Mrs. Ramsay 

is very much alive, and remains a po\'lerful influence upon 

Lily Briscoe. The painting leads Lily back into and through 

the past because it represents the per~anency of art; it 

invokes for Lily the past in the present and Mrs. Ramsay. 

Mrs. Ramsay, hm·!ever, has not been physically. alive 

beyond Lily's consciousness during these ten years, as Mrs. 

Dalloway bad been for Peter Walsh and the Mannings for Mrs. 

Ramsay. In fact, the opposite is true. Mrs. Ramsay is 

physically dead; she will never speak another word, t hink 

another thought. And yet she survives within Lil y's con

sciousness, and with Mr. Ramsay's. 
·' 

It is this sharing of the memciry of Mrs. Ramsay 

d M R And ;t ;s t he that finally unites Lily an r. amsay. • ~ 

need to unite her portion of the memory tlfith hi s that creates, 
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for the first time in the novel, within Lily, a need, and 

a sympathy, for Mr. Ramsay: 

And as if she had something she must 
share, yet could hardly leave her easel, 
so full her mind \•Tas of \'lhat she was 
thinking, of \'lhat she \•ras seeing, Lily 
went ~ast Mr. Carmichael holding her 
brush to the edge of the la\Pm. \·There 
was that beat no\•!? And Mr. P.amsay? She 
wanted him. 

(P. 300) 

Mr. Ramsay of course, along with James and Cam, has 

been sailing to the lighthouse, thus completing the journey 

initiat~~ ten years earlier, the plans for which comprised 

the opening scene of the novel. For Mr. Ramsay this trip 

to the lighthouse commemorates, and fulfills, the plans, 

in which Mrs. Ramsay had shared, for the earlier expedition. 

The completion of the trip to the lighthouse, therefore, 

represents the completion of Mr. Ramsay's journey into 

the past in search of r1rs. Ramsay, who bas been closely as

sociated with the lighthouse throughout the novel. In finally 

reaching the lighthouse Mr. Ramsay succeeds in re-creating, 

and becoming united ~,orith, the spirit of Hrs. Ramsay. 

Therefore, Lily's achievement in finishing her painting and 

Mr. Ramsay's in completing the journey to the lighthouse are 

both symbolic of their union ,,Jith the spirit of t-1rs. Ramsay, 

and both appropriately occur simultaneously at the climax 
. :~·;: 
. ·:· · .... ~ 

_::> of the novel: 

·-:;;_ 

_ "He must have reached it", said 
Lily Briscoe aloud, feeling sudd~nly 
completely tired out. For the l~ght
house bad become almost invisible, had 
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melted into a blue haze •••• 
she l-Tas relieved. T![batever 
wanted to give him, when he 
that morning, she had given 
last. 

Ah, but 
she had 
left her 
him at 

"He has landed" she said aloud. 
"It is finished." •• : 

Quickly, as if she were recalled 
by something over there, she turned 
to her canvas. There it \'Tas - her 
~icture. Yes, with all its greens and 
blues, its lines running u~ and across, 
its attempt at something. It l.'lould be 
hung in the attics, she thought; it 
\trould be destroyed. But ~·rhat did that 
matter? she asked herself, taking u~ 
her brush again. She looked at the 
ste~s; they \•rere em~ty; . she looked at 
her canvas; it l!las blurred. ~:lith a 
sudden intensity, as if she sa\·r it· 
clear for a second, she drevr a line 
there, in the centre. It Has done; it 
was finished. Yes, she thought, laying 
down her brush in extreme fatigue, I 
have had my vision. 

(P~. 308-310) 

65 

Lily's ~ainting re~resents her vision and just as her 

~ainting is a re-creation of the ~ast, her vision is that 

the reanimated ~ast of the memory is, indeed, not the past 

but rather an integral part of the ~resent - "Symbolically, 

the past returns and sha~es the present."5 

Orlando, which follot.,'ed To The Li ghthouse, is, de

s~ite its ostensibly humorous intent, a serious attem~t to 

evaluate the contents of a specific moment in the life of 

an individual in terms of that individual's past, both as 

exem~lified in her ~ersonal past and in the long past of her 

5navid Daiches , Virginia Woolf, p. 95. 
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ancestors. The theory presented in this novel is that Orlando's 

present is influenced not only by the experiences encountered 

by her ancestors. The history of Orlando's ancestors is 

presented as the life of one individual - Orlando. The novel

biography opens in the year 1586 when Orlando is a romantic 

you t h o:r sixteen who spends much of his time daydreaming 

and writing poetry, and ends in 1928 when Orlando, having 

undergone many changes, including a sexual transformation, 

is not-r a rather less idealistic, but still poetically in

clined, ,.,oman of thirty-six. A.A. f-1endiloN expla~ned the 

tremendous discrepancy bet\·reen Orlando's ageing and the actual 

passing of historical time in this \'lay: 

\ve have \'lhat biologists '"ould call 
a description of ontor,enetic and 
phylogenetic development, as a foetus 
progresses in the course of nine months 
through millions of years of evolution, 
passing through and beyond the stages 
reached at different times by successive 
series of ancestors. The phylogenetic 
time is incorporated into the ontogenetic 
time as one's ancestors are part of our-
selves.6 · 

Mrs. Woolf carries Orlando from the end of the sixteenth 

century to midnight, Thursday, the eleventh of October, 1928. 

On October 11, 1928, Orlando experiences the vision which 

focuses all her past into a single point, and demonstrates 

hot.-1 Orlando creates, and is created by bist.ory; hm.,r she changes, 

~endilo"'· P. 231. 
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develops and carries forward the past into the present. In 

other words, a great deal of what composes the individual's 

present had its inception hundreds of years before the 

individual was born. 

However, for the most part Orlando's life is presented 

spatially; that is, in perfect chronological order from period 

to period of English history. This '"ould seem to be out of 

harmony with Virginia vloolf' s conception of mind time and with 

the premise of her "tunnelling process" that recounts "the 

past by instalments, as I have need of it". The first five 

chapters of Orlando are related by the conventional method 

of chronological sequence. But, as James .Hafley noted, this 

perfect chronological order 

is completely nullified by the last 
fifteen pages, in ''~hich the action 
proper of the novel may be said to 
begin and in which the past is recapit~ 
ulated temporally rather than spatially, 
so that the past becomes present, the 
present past, and, as Virginia Woolf 
had noted in her diary, "the actua17 event practically does not existq. 

Virginia Woolf's "tunnelling process" is not used, strictly 

speaking, until the last chapter. In this chapter it re

places, or nullifies, the chronological sequence of the pre

ceding five chapters of the novel, so that the true value 

of the recollected past can be appreciated from the view-

?Hafley, The Glass Roof, p. 96. 
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point of its juxtaposition \>ritb actual historical, or clock, . 

time a 

Chronological time is spatial and is so perceived by 

the intellect. It is thus that one event follm..rs another 

and past, present and future exist - "The actual state, 

the present event, is made actual and present only by being 

fixed intellectually in space ... a For Virginia Woolf, hm..r-

ever, as bas already been adequately demonstrated, time is 

not merely spatial. The true nature of time is demonstrated 

by intuition, \·rhich unifies \<fithin the present consciousness 

the discordant elements of the past introduced th~9ugh the 

faculty of memory. The first five chapters of Orlando are 

what the intellect perceives; in the last chapter the in

tuitive percaption of Orlando unifies all that bas been pre

sented chronologically. Orlando's intuition perceives the pure

time duration of events, perceives that there is no past, 

present or future but only psychological duration itself, 

a single, undivided stream. 

As a young boy Louis, in The Waves, becomes conscious 

of the question of time as he leaves school on a train. Louis 

realizes, as he sits in the third-class raih·1ay carriage, 

that he is a direct descendant in time of the Egyptians 

in the era of the Pharaohs," and that if he shuts his eyes for 

even a moment he cheats human history of a moment of sight. 

"Its eye, that ,.,ould see through me, shuts - if I sleep now, 

through slovenliness or cowardice, burying myself in the 

8Ibid • 
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past, in the dark" (The \'laves, P. 56), for the present mo

ment is merely an "inch in the long-long history that began 

in Egypt, in the time of the Pharaohs, '!.'lhen women carried 

red pitchers to the Nile" (p. 56). Louis feels that he bas 

already "lived many thousand years" (P. 56). He continually 

identifies with the heroic dead and thus feels set apart from 

his five friends. As be enters a restaurant t:rhere be is 

to meet the others, he notes to himself: "I am not single 

and entire as you are. I have lived a thousand years already" 

(P. 109). Louis achieves a recognition of his personal :i.den

ti ty through union \'li tb the past. · 

Later in his office, his thoughts are again occupied 

with the great problem of time: 

Yet a vast inheritance of exoerience 
is packed in ~e. I have lived thou
sands of years.... I, noN a duke, not:.' 
Plato, co~panion of Socrates; the tramp 
of dark men and yello\'T men migrating 
east, west, north and south; ••• all the 
furled and close-packed leaves of my 
many-folded life are no,·r summed in my 
name. 

(Pp. 142-43) 

Like Orlando, Louis understands the dependence of the pre-

sent individual being upon his past selves; he realizes that 

the individual is basically a creature of the present but 

that he bas evolved through the many generations of his an

cestors, of his race, and of mankind. Thus, an important 

element of Louis is composed of those portions of the past 

which affect him. "In a person like Virginia ':loolf the 
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past lives as surely as if she had lived it herself."9 For 

Mrs. Woolf, the present moment is merely "part of the merging 

monster" or ti11e "to \-rhom ,.re are attached" (The \•laves. P. 55). 

Hm-1ever, it is in her last novel, Bett·reen The Acts, 

that Virginia \ofoolf' s theory of past as present is most 

completely developed. In this novel Mrs. vloolf attempts 

to explain the England of today and the civilization of to

day in terms of the long history of England and the longer 

history of mankind. The past is an important element of the 

novel from the opening scene. Old Mr. Oliver is in his 

dra\'ring room, late in the evening, \•lith ~tr. Haines the gentle

man farmer and Hrs. Haines, \·rhose family "pad lived near 

Liskeard for many centuries. There "'ere the graves in the 

churchyard to prove it" (P. 7). Mr. Oliver bas been dis

cussing \'Tith his guests the county council's plan to bring 

\'rater to the village: 

••• the site they bad chosen for the 
cesspool \-.ras, if be had beard aright, 
on the Roman road. From a.n aeroplane, 
he said, you could still see, plainly 
marked, the scars made by the Britons; 
by the Ronans; by the Elizabethan manor 
house; and by the plough, ~:!hen tr;ey 
ploutshed the hill to groN wheat ~n the 
Napoleonic \•rars. 

(P. 8) 

This passage, suggesting the long past, sets the scene 

9Margaret Church, ~ime and Reality, Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1963. P. 81 • 
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for the annual village ~ageant, the focal ~oint of the novel, 

around \.fhich most of the action centres, and \ofhich, itself, 

emphasizes the ~ast history of England and the ~assage of 

time. The pageant, ~resented on the follo,,Ting day by the 

eccentric and mysterious Miss La Trobe, focuses the whole 

of the English past into the present day, this June day of 

1939. It takes the form of scenes depicting the developmdnt 

of English civilization from the beginning to the present. 

The prologue is s~oken by a little girl- "England am I". 

(P. 94); an older girl speaks for the England of Chaucer's 

day; then comes a parody of an Elizabethan 'Play and "the 

Elizabethan age 'Passed from the scene" (P. 113) to be follo,tred 

by the "age of reason 11 re'Presented by an entertaining bur

lesque of Restoration drama; follo,·ring this comes the Vic

torian Age; and, finally, "0urselves11
, represented by mirrors 

held u~ on the stage so that the audience can see them-

selves reflected \-lhile a voice from a megaphone informs them 

that they are "orts, scraps and fragments" (P. 219). 

The Reverend Streatfield mRkes a brave attem~t to an

alyze the pageant. "To me at least", he explains, 

it was indicated that Ne are members 
one of another. Each is part of the 
whole •••• He act different parts; but 
are the same.... Dare \•Te, I asked my
self, limit life to ourselves?... Scraps, 
orts and fragments! Surely t..•Te should 
unite? 

(P. 225) 

Mr. Streatfield's interpretation is, of course, essentially 

~ 
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correct. f-1iss La Trobe is attem"[)ting to convey the idea 

that as individuals we are incomplete, that to achieve com

pleteness we must recognize that \·Te are "part of the ,.,hole" 

of humanity. 

Hm.,rever, Mr. Streatfield's attem-pt to explain the 

pageant falls far short of Miss La Trobe's intention. "Surely 

we should unite?" Surely, but \·lith \'That, or t-rhom? Certainly, 

since 11 \·Te are members one of another", ' 'Te should attempt to 

create a union among ourselves, so that Ne complete "the 

\tlhole". But surely the \'Thole cannot be completed by a union 

of present beings, neither of whom is a complete individual 

in himself. For not only are ~ .. 1e, as individuals, 11 scraps, 
·' 

orts and fragments" of total humanity but we are also merely 

"scraps, orts and :fragments 11 of our O\m total being 1t!hich 

depends on a myriad past and future, as well as other present, 

"selves" for completion. Surely this is also 1.-Jhat Miss La 

Trobe intends to convey - that the present self is but a 

scrap of the complete personal identity ,.,hicb bas evolved 

through thousands of years, just as the present moment in 

English civilization is but a scrap in the long history of 

development \>lhich preceded it. 

Therefore, the present is incom-plete in itself, and 

its significance can be truly appreciated only if the pre

sent moment is seen in its proper perspective in relation to 

the past. Surely this is the message of Hiss LaTrobe's 

pageant, . a message \'lhich Virginia "':Joolf keeps alive bet,·reen 
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the acts as well as during them. During one pause, for 

example, the CO\'IS begin to bellotor for a lost calf, "the 

primeval voice sounding loud in the ear of the present moment" 

(P. 165). The past is continually brought forward into the 

present, both in the pageant and in the lives of the main 

characters of the novel, the members of the Oliver family. 

Isa Oliver, \•rho is married to Giles Oliver, the stock

broker and old !1r. Oliver's son, is very much atorare of the 

influence of the past upon her, and of its existence · t,'lithin 

her. She t'lalks, bettoreen the acts, into the stable yard 

\'lbere the great pear tree spread its 
ladder of branches against the \·rall. 
The tree ,,,bose roots went beneath the 
flags, \'ras toleighted ~·ritb hard green pears. 
Fingering one of them she murmured: 
"How am I burdened t·Ti th ~·rhat they dre"' 
from the earth; ~emories; possessions. 
This is the burden that the past laid 
on me, last little donkey in the long 
caravanserai crossing the desert. 'Kneel 
do\'m' said the past. 'Fill your pannier 
from our tree. Rise up, donkey. Go your 
way till your heels blister and your 
hoofs crack.'" 

The pear t·ras bard as stone. She 
looked dm,rn at the cracked flags be
neath torhich the roots spread. "That 
was the burden", she mused, "laid on me 
in the cradle; mur'".1ured by t·Taves; breathed 
by restless elm trees; crooned by singing 
women; \'That , .. ,e must re:-:1ernber; ':!ba.t vre 
'"ould forget." 

(P. 182) 

For Isa the past is an inescapable responsibility, a burden 

torhich all must bear once born. This attitude is comparable 

to that of Rhoda, in The \'laves , who ,.,ould al so like to be 

free from the burden upon the present moment 
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"But I am fixed here •••• An immense pressure is on me. I 

cannot move without dislodging the \'reight of centuries" 

(P. 90) - and to that of Louis when he feels that to close his 

eyes t'lould be to rob mankind of a moment of vision, to shirk 

his responsibility, to refuse to bear the burden. Louis, 

bm'lever, does accept the responsibility and keeps his eyes 

open. 

The attitude of Mrs. S\'rithin, Bartholome'" Oliver's 

sister, to,.rard the past is some"t-rhat more casual than that 

of her nephetv- 1 s \'rife. Mrs. S\oTithin does not feel burdened 

by the past; she moves about easily within the stream of 

mind time, "increasing the bounds of the moment by flights 

into past or future" (P. 14). Engrossed in her Outline 

of History, "she had spent the hours bet\'Teen three and five 

thinking about rhododendron forests in Piccadilly11 (P. 13), 

and the prehistoric monsters Nhich inhabited England t·rhen 

it \'ras still part of the continent of Europe. Mrs. s .... ·rithin, 

indeed, bas difficulty in t·rresting herself from the past and 

her prehistoric monsters \'lhen · the maid enters the room: 

It took her five seconds in actual 
time, in mind time ever so much ·longer, 
to separate Grace hers elf, with blue 
china on a tray, from the leat her
covered gruntin P.; monster '!lhO. Nas about, 
as the door o-pened, to de:no!. ~ sh a Nhol e 
tree in the green steaming undergro~·rth 
of the primeva l forest. ) 

(Pp .. 13-14 

In juxtaposing "bet,.1een three and five 11 -vrith "rhododendron 

forests", and "as the door opened" and "leather-covered" 

-vlith "monster", Virginia \·Toolf skilfully blends the past 
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and the present within Mrs. S\.,rithin' s mind, thus emphasizing 

that the past is the present. Similarly, Grace feels "on 

her face the divided glance that was half meant for a beast 

in the swamp, half for a maid in a print frock and white 

apron" (P. 14), and once again the past and the present are 

cleverly fused into a single time. 

However, Mrs. Woolf's belief in the continuity of 

history and in the eternal perpetuity of the past in the 

present is most clearly illustrated at the end of Between 

The Acts, after the pageant has finished. It is the end 

of the day and the Oliver household is retiring. Mrs. S, .. _ritbin 

is determined to finish her chapter in the Outline of History 

before she goes to bed. "'Prehistoric man', she read, 'half

human, half-ape, roused himself from his semi-crouching 

position and raised great stones'" (P. 255). Slipping a 

"letter from Scarborough bet\'Jeen the pages to mark the end of 

the chapter", Hrs. Swithin retires to her room, leaving Isa 

and Giles alone, for old Mr. Oliver had retired earlier. 

Left alone together for the first time 
that day, they were silent. Alone, en
mity was bared; also love. Before they 
slept, they must fight; after they had 
fought, they \·Joul~ emb~ace. From that 
embrace another l1fe m1~bt be born. But 
first they ~ust fight, as the dog fox 
fights \•Ti th the vixen, in the heart of 
darkness, in the fields of night. 

(Pp. 255-56) 

During this confrontation bet\<~een estranged husband 

and wife, the room becomes less and less like a room and more 
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and more like a cave. Giles has turned out the li~ht. "The 

great hooded chairs had become enormous. And Giles too. 

And Isa too against the window. The \<Iindo"' was all sky with

out colour. The bouse had lost its shelter" (P. 256). The 

enormous hooded chairs remind one of the "great stones" vrbich 

prehistoric man had raised in Mrs. Swithin's reading. Giles 

and Isa are enor~ous too, for tbJy are associated with the 

cave dwellers who raised themselves from their "semi-crouching 

position". The house, having lost its shelter and ,..,ith its 

windows "all sky11 is like an open cave. There \'lill be 

a reunion; they will embrace. "But first they must fight, 

as the dog fox fights with the • II 
v~xen •••• This inherence 

of the past in the present is further exemplified by the 

succeeding sentences, in \AThich this night of the present be

comes a night of the long past. "It was night before roads 

were made, or houses. It was the night that d,,,ellers in 

caves bad watched from some high place among rocks" (P. 256). 

The caveman is present in tbi~ couple, for the past lives 

in them as surely as does the present. 

Virginia Woolf's fusion c·f past and present is the 

more complete in this passage because of the manner in which 

it is stated. l\1rs. \'/oolf is careful not merely to dra''' a 

comparison between the past and the present, or to create 

; · 
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an analogy between two different nights. The present is 

not com~arable to the ~ast; this night was not similar to 

another night long ago; this night· " was the night that 

dwellers in caves had \>Jatched from some high place among 

reeks". It is also, of course, the night referred to in Mrs. 

Swithin • s reading, the night which no'" exists in the ~resent 

of her consciousness, the night when "Prehistoric man ••• 

roused himself ••• and raised great stones" (P. 255). 

Moreover, this night is also the beginning of civili

zation, the night \'lith 'ilhich Miss La Trobe' s next . play is 

to o~en. Earlier, after the village pageant had ended, Miss 

La Trobe, left alone, , ... •as go.tbering u-p her things as she 

prepared to leave. As she gazed out over the land which, 

in the growing darkness, bad lost its distinguishing outlines, 

she had a momentary glimpse of her next play: 

She put dO\m her case and stood looking 
at the land. Then something rose to the 
surface. 

"I should group them", she murmured, 
"here". It ,,.,ould be midnight; there would 
be two figures, half concealed by a rock. 
The curtain \vould rise. 1:/hat \lrould the 
first words be? The words escaped her. 

(P. 246) 

Later, however, as she sits drinking in the public house 

the scene returns to her i~ the haze of tobacco smoke: 

There ,.,as the high ground at midnight; 
there the rock; and two scarcely per
ceptible figures.... She set do,'-rn her 
glass. She -beard the first words. 

(P. 248) 
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It becomes clear that the two figures among the rocks, 

which \orere represented in the description of the bouse by 

"the great hooded chairs", are Giles and Isa, or, at least, 

the "dwellers in caves" that exist in them. For as they 

face each other in the darkness, 

It 111as night before roads \'Jere made, 
or bouse s. It \·ras the night that 
duellers in caves bad watched from 
some high place among rocks. 

Then the curtain rose. They 
spoke. 

(P. 256) 

The long past exists in the present moment, just as 

the long history of England inheres in its present. This 

is the message of Miss LaTrobe's pageant. It is also 

Bernard's message in The \'laves, \V'hen he refers to "the 

eternal rene\'ral, the incessant rise and fall and fall and 

rise again" (P. 255). It is this, also, that Eleanor begins 

to realize, in The Years, as she ponders: "Does everything 

then come over again a little differently?" (P. 297). 

The past is eternally present, but this is not the 

complete message of these novels. The inherence of the past 

in the present is an unimportant theory \'!hen vie,.,red in 

isolation, divorced from character. Time its el f is irrel

evant except as it relates to the consciousness of s ome 

personality. The 'past as present' aspect uf the time theme 

in Virginia Woolf' s novels i s significant only because it 

is intricately interwoven with the pr oblem of personal iden

tity. As Orlando suggests, f1rs. \voolf is attempting to show 
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that_personality is more than character; that P.ersonality 

is not static. The problem of personal identity is a question 

of more than the immediate self. "The -personal or immediate 

self is a partial one. It must dra,., something from the past 

and from other present or personal selves for com-pletion. 1110 

Therefore, "''e see a little more clearly the significance 

of Clarissa Dalloway's feeling 

that sbe must inevitably cease cc~
pletely; ••• but that somehow in the 
streets of London, on the ebb and flO\•! 
of things, here, there, she nurvived, 
Peter survived, lived in each other, 
she being part, she was positive, of 
the trees at home; ••• nart of people 
she bad never met; being laid out like 
a mist between the people she kriew best, 
••• but it spread ever so far, her life, 
herself. 

(Mrs. Dalloway. Pp. 11-12) 

For Mrs. DalloNay, ho~.,·ever, this is not a positive theory. 

It is something sbe clings to in her horror of death, this 

hope of survival after death: 

She fe 1 t herself everY\·rhere; not 'here, 
here, here ' ; • • • but everY'IJrhere. She 
waved her hand, going up Shaftesbury 
Avenue. She Nas all that. So that to 
kn0\'1 her, or anyone, one :-:1ust seek out 
the people •11ho co~!rpleted them; ev:n the 
places. Odd affinities she had tnth 
people she bGd never spoken to, s?me 
woman in the street, some man beh1nd 
a counter - even trees, or barns. ~t 
ended in a transcendental theory \·ih1ch, 
with her horror of death, allowed h:r. 
to believe ••• that since our appar1t1ons, 

10Ethel Corm.,ell, rrhe Still Point, P· 165 • 
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the t>art of us 'lrrhich a'P-pears, are so 
momentary compared \•lith the other, the 
unseen 'Part of us, which spreads wide 
the unseen might survive, be recovered 
somehow attached to this 'Person or that •••• 

· (Pp. 168-69) 
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Clarissa Dalloway is not, at this stage, 'Presented as a 

positive ex-pression of the theory of the 'Perpetuity of the 

past in the present. Nevertheless, Hrs. Hoolf does intend 

Clarissa to indicate that her 'Personal self could be co~plete 

only in union with all other selves, among them "'People ~he 

bas never met". The 'Problem is insoluble because such a 

union is obviously impossible. Partial completion of the 

personal identity is possible, however, by a union with the 

most immediate of the other 'Personal selves. The true self 

could become partly comt>lete, partly substantial, by such 

a union; Clarissa could experience "being laid out like a 

mist bet'\>Jeen the peot>le she kne\·1 best, \·Tho lifted her on 

their branches as sbe had seen the trees lift the mist ••• " 

(P. 12). 
It is this flimsy, mist-like substantiality to which 

Septimus Smith clings. His defiance of clock tine is a re

fusal to relinquish his union with the past, with his dead 

friend Evans. By his death, he preserves intact that part 

of his personal identity '"hich he had made complete by a 

union t.,rith Evans and the past. Thus it is that Clarissa, 

alone in her little room after hearing of his suicide, de

cides that "she did not pity him; with the clock striking 
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the hour, one, two, three, she did not pity him, with all 

this going on" (P. 206). She does not pity Septimus because 

no'l..,r 11 \'li th the clock striking", she realizes that his life 

\tras not regulated by the clock, that he \'las not limited to 

the present. Because he had "throwrt it m•my whil~ they \·lent 

on living", he had preserved that mist-like personal identity: 

A thing there ,,,as that mattered; a 
thing, \-.rreathed about \'lith chatter, 
defaced, obscured in her m·m life, 
let drop every day in corru~tion, 
lies, chatter. This he bad preserved. 
Death 'l.lfas defiance. Death was an 
attempt to communicate.... There 
was an e~brace in death. 

But this young man who had 
killed himself - bad he plunged 
holding his treasure? 

(P. 204) 

It is in her little room, \•lith the cJ.ock striking the hour, 

that she realizes that be bad "plunged holding his treasure"; 

~. be had preserved that communication, that union, that iden-
J 

tity "A thing ••• that mattered". And Clarissa feels "glad 

J that he bad done it; tbrot-m it aNay vrbile they ,.rent on living." 
·:·f 

.. 
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For no\'r she feels "someho\'T very like him - the young man \·rho 

had killed himself" (P. 206). By his death she bas ·learned 

that the co~~letion of the self is possible only through a 

rejection of clock time, through a spiritual plunge into 

mind time where past and present and future selves are mys

tically fused. And in this realization Clarissa becomes a 

positive expression of Virginia Hoolf's theory of the per-

petuity of the past in the present. 
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Orlando, on the other hand, is presented as a positive 

expression of this theory from the very beginning, being 

a perfect embodiment of the past in the present. Orlando 

is always irked by the striking of a clock, being so very 

much aware of the elasticity of time she feels that "in the 

space of three seconds and a half ••• she bad broken her 

ankle, fallen in love, married Shelmerdine" (Orlando. P. 186). 

She comments ironically, indeed almost sarcastically, on 

those who regulate their lives by the clock: 

And indeed, it cannot be denied that 
the most successful practitioners of 
the art of life ••• somehoN contrive to 
synchronize the sixty or seventy dif
ferent times which beat si~ultaneously 
in every normal human system so that 
when eleven strikes, all the rest chime 
in unison.... Of them ~·1e can justly 
say that they live precisely the sixty
eight or seventy-tNo years allotted 
them on the tombstone •••• others are 
hundreds of years old though they call 
themselves thirty-six. The true length 
of a person's life ••• is always a matter 
of dispute. For it is a difficult busi
ness -this timekeeping; ••• Now as she 
stood \·ri th her band on the door of her 
motorcar the present again struck her 
on the h~ad. Eleven times she '~as 
violently assaulted. . 

"Confound it all!" she cr1ed, for 
it is a great shock to the ~ervous 
system hearing a clock str1ke ••• ) 

' (Orlando. Pp. 215-16 
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Now, driving home, Orlando ponders upon her 

identity, attempting to determine what she, as a totality, 

is: 

So Orlando, at the turn by the barn 
called "Orlando? 11 \•lith a note of inter
rogation in her voice and waited. 
Orlando did not come. 

"All right, then", Orlando said, 
with a good humour ~eo~le ~ractise on 
these occasions; and tried another. For 
she bad a great variety of selves to call 
upon, far more than \\•e have been able to 
find room for, since a biography is 
considered complete if it merely accounts 
for six or seven selves, \·rbereas a person 
may well have as many thousand ••• but ••• 
the one she needed nost kept aloof, for 
she 'ttras.. changing her selves as C}uickly 
as she drove - there ,,,as a nev1 one at 
every corner - as ha~pens \'lhen, for some 
unaccountable reason, the consciou~ self, 
which is uppermost, and ha~ the no~.·.rer to 
desire, vTishes to be nothing but one 
self. This is ,,,hat ~orne people call t~e 
true self, and it is, they say, compact of 
all the selves we have in us to be; 
commanded and locked up by the Captain · 
self, the Key self, \·rhich amalgamates and 
controls them all. Orlando was certainly 
seeking this self, as the reader can 
judge from overhearing ber talk as sbe 
drove ••• 

(Orlando. Pp. 218-19) 

\vhat Orlando is seeking, then, is the completion of her 

"true self"; she is seeking that "Key self" \•lhich is "com

pact of all the selves '"e have it in us to be" and "vThich 
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amalgamates and controls them all." In other \'lords, she 

is seeking the fulfilment of her true personal identity; 

that communication, that union, of all the selves that comes 

of being "nothing but one self." 

"'·'hat, then? "",.. th ? '' « Huo, en. she questions as she 

drives on: 

Thirty-six; in a motor-car; n woman. 
Yes, but a million other things as 
\'Tell. A snob, am I? The garter in 
the hall? The leopards? Hy ancestors? 
P~o~d of them? Yes! Greedy, luxurious, 
v1c1ous? Am I? (here a new self came 
in). Don't care a damn if I am. Truth
ful? I think so. Generous? Oh, but th~t 
don't count (here a new self came in) • 
••• Facile, glib, romantic. But (here 
another self came in) a duffer, ~ fumbler. 
More clumsy I couldn't be. And -and-
••• a toad set in emeralds! Harry the 
Archduke! Bluebottles on the ceilinF, ! 
(here another self came in) •••• Trees, 
she said. (Here another self came in). 
I love trees ••• And the ni~ht. But people 
(here another self came in): People? · 
But (here another self came sldPl;)ine; over 
the ton of her mind like the beam from 
a lighthouse). 

(Orlando. Pp. 219-20) 

\•That is occurring here, of course, is that Orlando is 

recalling her past selves, incidents from the past which have 

influenced her present, and attempting to determine Nhat 

these past elements add up to. She is struggJ .. ing to form 

a conception of her total being. For a moment, she catches 

a fleeting glimpse of the truth, the Nild goose - "There 

flies the t-Jild goose. It flie s past the windoH out to sea" 

(P. 221). She bas almost grasped the concept of her per

sonal identity; she has reached the brink of i l lumination, 
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"but the goose flies too fa t s •••• Always it flies fast out 

to sea ••• " (P. 221). 

However, the truth of her being does not completely 

elude Orlando's grasp, for 

it was at this moment, \vhen she had 
?eased to call "Orlando" and Nas deep 
~n thoughts of ~omething else, that 
the Orlando whom she ha~ called came 
of its m•m accord; ••• 

The l•.rhole of her darkened and settled 
as \oJhen some foil \·!hose addition nakes the' 
round and solidity of a surface is added 
to it, and the shallow becomes deep and 
the near distant; and all is contained 
as water is contained by the sides of a 
well. So she \'laS novr darkened, stilled 
and become, with the addition of this 
Orlando, \!That is called, rightly or 
wrongly, a single self, a real self. And 
she fell silent. For it is probable 
that \vben people talk aloud the selves 
(of \'lbich there may be more than t';:o 
thousand) are conscious of disseverment, 
and are trying to c ~mmunicate, but ~·.rhen 
communication is established they fall 
silent. 

(Pp. 221-22) 

\'/hen communication is established amo':lg the selves, "they 

fall silent." There is no longer a need for verbc..l communi

cation, for the selves have become unified, truly "a single 

self, a real self" and total communication is iiirplicit in 

oneness. And so, \·rhen "the stable clock struck four", Orlando 

"kept ••• complete composure (for she •,.ras nm·1 one and entire, 

and presented, it may be, a larger surface to the shock of 

time)" (P. 226). She is no longer "violently assaulted" 

by the striking of the clock. 

This gradual com-prehension of \oJbat she, as a total being , 

amounts to culminates in the illumination ··1hich is achieved 
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during her visit to the carpenter's shop. Repulsed by the 
11 raised saucer of pink flesh where the nail should have been" 

on Joe Stubbs's thumb, 

she felt faint for a moment, but in 
that moment's darkness, t·rhen her eyelids 
flickered, she t•ras relieved of the 
pressure of the present. There t'las 
something strange in the shadow that 
the flicker of her eyes cast, so~e
thing \'.rhich ••• is al\'lays absent from 
the present ••• it bas no body, is a 
shadow without substance or quality 
of its own, yet has the power to change 
whatever it adds itself to. This shadol.-J 
now, ••• stole out, and attaching itself 
to the innumberable sights she had .been 
receiving, composed them into something 
tolerable, comprehensible •••• Yes, 
she thought, heaving a deep sigh of 
relief, as she turned from the car
penter's shop to cli~b the hill, I 
can begin to live again. I am by the 
Serpentine, she thought, the little boat 
is climbing through the white arch of a 
thousand deaths. I am about to under-
stand ••• 

(P. 227) 

What Orlando is about to understand is that if one 

were capable of calling together all of one's selves and 

of fusing them together as the true self, then one could 

pass entirely beyond the concept of linear time. For to 

achieve such union requires an infinite number and com

plexity of relationships. The crisscrossings between people, 

selves, - past, present and future - pass into infinity 

and the pattern is but dimly discernible. But in the 

pattern one thing is sure, 

everything 1:1as partly something else • • • 
things came nearer, and farther, and 



mingled and separated and made the 
strangest alliances and combinations 
in an incessant chequer of light and 
shade. 

(P. 228) 
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It is significant that Orlando's climb up the hill 

takes her to the old oak tree, the meeting place of all her 

past se 1 ves. "The ferny path led, ,.,i th many turns and windings, 

higher and higher to the oak tree, 1trhich stood on the tol) 11 

(P. 228). As she flings herself under the old tree, "a little 

square book bound in red cloth" falls from the breast of her 

leather jacket - her poem 'The Oak Tree •" (P •. 229). This 

poem, covering three hundred years in both material and com

position, is itself a symbol of evolutionary time. Just as 

it is a present poem which 01.o1es its existence to the past, 

so also are t·re present beings depending for completion upon 

the past. 

N0\-1 as she lies on the hard, knotted roots of the oak 

tree, Orlando briefly reviews her past: 

It was not necessary to faint nm·r in 
order to look deeP into the darkness 
\·rbere things shape themselves and to 
see in the pool of the ~ind now· 
Shakespeare, no,,., a girl in Russian 
trousers, now a toy boat on the. 
Serpentine, and then the Atlant1c 
itself, \·There it storms in great 
waves past Cape Horn. She looked 
into the darkness. There t·ms her 
husband's brig, rising to the top of 
the wave! Up, it went, and un and up. 
The white arch of a thousand deaths 
rose before it. Oh rash, ob ridiculous 
man, always sailin~, Ro uselesslr, round 
Cape Horn in the teeth of a gale. But 
the brig was throug~ the arch and ?~t 1 
on the other side; 1t was safe at ~~st. 

(P. 231) 
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As she bad been leaving the carpenter's shop earlier, 

Orlando had felt, with "a deep sigh of relief" that she 

could now "begin to live again" for she ,.,as by the Serpentine 

and "the little boat is climbing through the \'/bite arch of 

a thousand deaths. I am about to understand ••• ~ (P. 227). 

Nm.,., at the present culmination of her life, the Serpentine 

becomes the Atlantic Ocean and the little toy boat becones her 

husband's brig sailine; "round Cape Horn in the teeth of a 

gale." 

As Orlando watches, the brig faces potential destruc

tion, "the \'rhite arch of a thousand deaths", but successfully 

passes through it "and out on the other side; it was safe 

at last!" This symbolizes Orlando's realization that death 

is not an end but a return, a continuation of the pattern. 

For now as the clock announces midnight, the end of day and 

the end of the novel, Orlando's husband returns to her: 

As she spoke, the first stroke of mid
night sounded. The cold b~eeze of.the 
present brushed her face w1th ts l1ttle 
breath of fear. She looked anxiously 
into the sky. It Nas dark \'!i th clouds 
no\'r. The ~·Jind roared in her e ars. But 
in the roar of the wind she beard the 
roar of an aeroplane coming nearer and 
nearer.... And ••• She lmerdine, no'"' gro'm 
a fine s ea captain, hale, fresh-coloured, 
and alert leapt to the ground ••• the 
t"t•Telfth stroke of midnight sounded~ the 
twelfth stroke of ~idnight, Thursday, 
the eleventh of October, Nineteen 
Hundred and TNenty-eight. 

(P. 232) 

"If it were now to die, 'twere now to be most happy," 

Clarissa Dallo•.-ray had told herself upon hearing of Septimus 
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Smith's suicide, for "death t-ras an attempt to communicate, 

... There was an embrace in death" (Mrs. Dallm·.ray. P. 204). 

For Orlando also, death is an embrace; a communication; 

a final, complete union t·ri th She lmerdine; a recognition 

of the one great "true self." 



CHAP'rER FIVE 

E~PERNAL RECURRJ;;NcE: "THE INCESSAN'l' RISE 
AND. l''ALL AND PALL AND lUSE AGAIN" 

Flood, fire, 
The desiccation of grasslands, restraint of princes, 
Piracy on the high seas, physical pain and fiscal grief, 
These after all are our familiar tribulations, 
And l\l'e have been through them all before, many, many 

times •••• 
As ••• time turns rotmd itself in an obedient circle, 
They occur again and again but only to pass 
Again and Again into their formal opposites, ••• 
So that, taking the · bad lvith the good, the pattern 

composed 
By the ten thousand. odd things that canpossibly happen 
Is permanent in a general average uay. 

(lol. H. Auden, "For the Time Being" ) 
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It was the communication of the selves, also, that 

Clarissa DallO\.,ray \'las attempting to express \>!hen she spoke 

of her "odd affinities ••• with people she had never spoken 

to" (Mrs. Dalloway. P. 169). Clarissa, however, bad not 

extended the concept beyond herself to its logical conclusion. 

If Clarissa had these "affinities" 'IITi th other people, then 

the same vras true for every other individual, and there must 

necessarily be a great deal of overlapping among the selves. 

Just as other people '"ere part of Clarissa, so Clarissa ".·Jas 

-part of countless others, each of t·rhom had a myriad "affinities" 

\'lith countless others. The concept necessitates that every

one, and every thing (for Clarissa was "pa~t, she was positive, 

of the trees at home"), be related, directly or indirectly, 

to everyone, and every thing, else - past, present and 

future. "By means of the intellect, each person sees himself 

as single, separate and isolated; by means of intuition, 

however, he becomes at once infinitely divisible within hi~

self and one \•rith all that exists. "1 Eternity, for the 

-process and hence for the individua l as part of that process, 

is assumed since without it the pattern breaks dmm. To 

recognize an affinity vrith any other being is thus to recognize 

the concept of eternity. 

1James Hafley, The Glass Roof, P• 98. 
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As Orlando had noted, "everything was partly something 

else" and, conversely, everything l'Tas part of everything else 

- eternally. Thus it is that Orlando can now "begin to live 

again.... the little boat is climbing through the white 

arch of a thousand deaths. I am about to understand •••• " 

(Orlando. P. 227). The pattern is the establishment of 

communication among all of the various selves, the co~munion 

of all things, ,,hich is the formation of total oneness. 

During a pause in the pageant in Bet;·reen the Acts, r'lrs. 

Swithin is observed by Isa and \·lilliam as she gazes vaguely 

over the field: 

She was off, they guessed, on a circular 
tour of the imagination - one-makin~. 
Sheep, cows, grass, trees, ourselves -
all are one. If discordant, producing 
harmony - if not to us, to a gigantic 
ear attached to a gigantic head. And 
thus - she was smiling benignly - the 
agony of the particular sheep, cow, or 
human being is necessary; and so ••• we 
reach the conclusion that all is harmony, 
could we hear it. And we Shall. 

(Between The Acts. P. 204) 

The secred of life is that ,.,e are at once sinr:;ularly 

individual and infinitely multiple. And although Virginia 

\·/oolf never destroys the individuality \llhich sets her 

characters apart from each other, there does emerge in her 

later novels a very emphatic relationship bet\·reen the one 

and the many. In Orlando, \oJe are sho\·m an assortment of 

individual - Orlandos and finally the communication of 
all these 

.... 

diverse Orlandos \'thich constitutes the real Orlando. 
When 

communication bas been established among all of Orl~ndo's 
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' it is "as if her mind had become a fluid that 
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flowed round things and enclosed them completely" (Orlando. 

P. 222). 

In The Waves the wave image becomes an effective meta

phor for personality, both in its individual, and in its unified, 

sense. The lives of the six characters individually and col

lectively assume the for:n of t·raves, at first gathering force 

and shape, rising to a crest and then breaking and dissolving 

once again. Moreover the sea is made to represent the 

eternity into t'lhich individuality and personality dissolve. 

The vignettes preceding the chapters in the novel make ex-

plicit this relationship between the waves' and personality. 

When the novel opens, the sea is indis
tinguishable from the sky; all is merged, 
unformed. Then, out of the vast sea 
toJhicb, day after day, century after century, 
continues to form ne•:! combinations, the 
individual '•raves begin to emerge. 1.'lhen 
the sun is at its height (temporally, 
the passages move from sunrise to sunset 
and from spring to winter). the waves 
appear separate and distinct~ but as the 
sun begins its gradual dec~ine, the waves 
seem to mingle and merge w1th each other 
in their anproach to the shore. Then, as 
the day closes and ni~ht comes on, the 
sea becomes indistinguishable from the 
sky again. Finally, at the end of ~he 
book, after Bernard has_summ~d up h1s 
life and the lives of h1s fr1ends,,th~ . 
waves break on the shore, and the 1n~1v1dual 
peaks dissolve into the sea mass aga1n. 
In like manner, the six ch~racters ~ro~~e~s 
from simplicity to comnlex1ty, to.s1mpl1c1ty 
again and emer~e from imper~onal~ty to. 
devel~p a defini ty personal 1~ent1 ~y ~-.·h1ch, 
in turn, is finally resolved 1nto 1m~er
sonality. This is the process to wb1ch 
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eternal renewal, the incessant rise and 
fall and fall and rise again."2 
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The relationship bet\·reen wave and personality is 

further accentuated by the form of the novel 1:1hich is 

composed of chapters and interchapters, or vignettes, - of 

crests and hollo\o.rs; and by the manner in v1hich the characters 

are presented in quite sharply divided dramatic ~onologues. 

These divided monologues emphasize the reality of separate 

identies and the relative isolation of the individuals within 

the group. At the same time, however, the same basic style 

and language are used to record the thoughts and perceptions 

of the six characters, and their perceptions tend, moreover, 

to overlap and interweave, so that there is the implication 

that there is some kind of union, some kind of multiple 

relationship existing beneath these individual responses 

to the external 'fTorld. 

Throughout the novel the six characters frequently co~e 

together to form a group, a i'Tave, and are dispersed again. 

The centre around which they gather is Percival. In the 

presence of Percival their individual identities cease for 

a moment to divide t~em and they become one co~plete being. 

The fare't'rell party for Percival, in the fourth section, brings 

the six friends together around their centre, and they be-

come aware of a subtle fusion, a sense of things becoming 

2Ethel Cornwell, The Still Point, New Jersey: Rutgers 
University Press, 1962. P. 174. 
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"richer, second by second ••• " (P. 115). Their senses widen. 

"Membranes • • • float round us like filaments, 'llaking the air 

tangible and catching in them faraway sounds unheard before" 

(P. 115). 

"It is Percival", said Louis, "··· ~bo 
makes us aware that these attempts to say 
1 I am this, I am that 1 , \·rhich Ne make, ' 
coming together, like separated parts 
of one body and soul, are false.: •• "vle 
have tried to accentuate differences. 
From the desire to be separate we have 
laid stress upon our faults, and what 
is ~articular to us. But there is a 
chain \'lhirling round, round, in a steel
blue circle beneath." 

(P. 117) 

In celebrating \·Jhat Percival means to them, the six friends 

let fall for a moment the individual identities i•rhich divide 

them. For the rest each achieves some limited individual 

fulfilment, t•.rhile at the same time, "from the desire to be 

separate", develo~ing a protective identity \·rhich renders 

impossible that complete union they need over and above 

their individual success. Af~er the brief crest of communion 

the group breaks into its component identities: 
• II . 

"Now once more" · said Lou1s, a s we are 
about to part, ~aving paid our bil l, the 
circle in our blood, broken GO of ten, so 
sharpl.y, f or we are so dif ferent, closes 
in a ring. So~ethine i~ made. Yes, as 
we rise and fidget, a l1ttle ner~ously, 
we pray, holding in our hands t h1s co~mon 
feeling, 'Do not move, do not l~t the 
swing door cut to nieces the th1n~ t hat 
we have made that globes i tself here ,_ 
among these iights, - tbese peelings, t~~s 
litter of bread cru:-1bs and people pas .,1ng;" 
Do not move, do not go. Hold it f or ever • 



"Let us hold it for one moMent" 
.dJ. "1 ' saJ.. J..nny; ove, hatred by Nhatever 

name \'le call it, this globe \oJhose 'lralls 
are made of Percival ••• " 

(P • · 124) 

The reunion at Hampton Court after the death of Percival 

brings the six together again. Then Bernard sums up, at 
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the end of the novel, feeling that the story of his life must 

include the story of all their lives. In his summing up he 

brings the characters together for a final reunion, thus .ac

complishing vrbat Virginia \·loolf, in a letter of John Lehmann, 

desired: "That there should be many characters and only one."3 

In the same letter, hmoJever, she added that there 

should be "also on infinity, a background behind". And \•That 

Bernard is also doing, therefore, in his summing up, is sorting 

and ranging spatially his various "selves", just as Orlando had 

done in summing up her life. He feels that his life is a 

composite of many diverse selves, foremost among them the 

"selves" of Jinny, Susan, Neville, Rhoda and Louis. Therefore, 

when he attempts to sum up his o~m life, he feels that he 

must sum up the lives of his five friends as well. For 

it is not one life that I look back upon; 
I am not one oerson1 I am many peo~le; 
I do not altogether kno~·T \·Tho I am -. 
Jinny, Susan, neville, Rho~e. or Lou~s;. 
or bow to distinguish my l~fe from the~rs •••• 
For this is not one life; nor do I always 
know if I am man or \'loman, Bernard or 

3John Lehmann, The Whispering Gall~ry, 0
• ~~~· 

in Schaefer, The Three Fold Nature of Real~ty, ~· • 

Quoted 



Neville, Lo~is, Susan, Jinny or Rhoda -
so s~ran~e ~s the contact of one with 
anot11er. 

(Pp. 237, 24-2) 
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Bernard recognizes that each per3on is somehol'r individual, 

because each has encountered different experiences - one 

is aff11cted by "~he grO"~.'!l of the boot-boy making love to the 

t\.,reeny among the gooseberry bushes"; another by "the dead 

man in the gutter; the apple tree, sta:!'k in the moonlight"; 

another by "the rat sNarming "~:lith maggots"; and so on (P. 207). 

Because of these varying experiences, each of the six friends 

is highly individual - ""~ . .re ,,ere all different. The ,,,ax -

the virginal wax that coats the spine melted in different 

-patches for each of us ••• our \'lhite ... :ax ,.,as streaked and 

stained by each of these differently" (P. 207). At the same 

time, each person is made up of a myriad selves; the individual 

is Bernard, Byron, Neville, Rhoda, and so on, by turns, so 

that there is an infinite relationship among all that exists, 

has existed or t·rill exist. Beneath all these distinctions 

is that deeper unity to \'lhich all belong, that ocean of eternity. 

Each 'I.·Jave on the ocean is distinctly individual, each is com

posed of innumerable particles of water, and yet each is also 

one with all others by being part of the ocean. It is this 

oneness, this greater reality in Hhich inner and external be

come fused, that Bernard becomes a'.•rare of as he sums up: 

And nm·r I ask, "~:Tho am I?" I have been 
t~ng of Bernard Neville, Jinny, Susan, 
Rhoda and Louis. 'Am I all of them? ~m 
I one and distinct? I do not 1rno·:1. ':Te 
sat here together. But no'.·! Perci:ra~ J.S 

dead, and Rhoda is dead; we are ~1v~~~d~ 
we are not here. Yet I cannot ~1nd c Y 
obstacle separatin~ us. There J.S no 



division beti'leen me and them. As I 
talked I felt "I am yo:J,l". This difference 
we make so much of, this identity t.rTe so 
feverishly cherish, was overcome •••• 
Here. on my brow is the bl0\·1 I got , .. ,hen 
Perc~val fell. Here on the na~e of my 
neck is the kiss Jinny gave Louis Hy 
eyes fill i·Tith Susan's tears. I ~ee far 
a~ay, quivering like a gold thread, the 
p~llar Rhoda saN, and feel the rush of 
the wind of her flight i·rhen she lea~t. 

(P~. 248-49) 
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Because of the unity i'lhich exists among all things, t1-:e 

experiences of one person become the ex~eriences of all others . 

Those particles which make up the individual \•Tave . become, as 

that '"ave sinks back into the ocean, ~articles of other waves, 

and the deeper reality \oJhich is the ocean itself may find 

expression in any number of i•Taves. The individual strives fer 

this kind of omniscient relationship v!hereuy the distinctions 

created by the personal identity, inner and outer reality, 

become obliterated, smashed as the \·rave is smashed on the shore, 

and absorbed in the deeper reality of eternity. If you look 

at things steadily, "multi~licity becomes unity, ,,.,bich is 

somehow the secret of life" (Jacob's Roo~, p. 124). 

When one is young, one is largely una,·rare of individu8-. 

differences. As one gro~·rs older, one develops a definite 

personality, just as in the vignettes the wave develo~s a 

distinct form as the day progresses. Then, tm·.rard the end 

of life, one returns to the kind of im~ersonality one pos

sessed in youth, just as the individual wave loses its definit e 

form and begins to merge with others, and the sea becomes 

indistinguishable from the sky again, a s it had been at the 
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beginning of the novel. Life, for Virginia \voolf, \·las a 

process of moving from integration to isolation to integration 

egain. 

In this sense, Mrs. Ramsay 1 B dinner pe.rty is also a 

symbol of the process of life. At the beginning of the dinner 

there is confusion. All appear to be going in different 

directions, all absorbed in thenselyes, refusing to merge 

~lith the others and become a unified \·lhole. Mrs. Ramsay 

senses this isolation of individuals: 

Nothing seemed to "!:lave merged. They all 
sat separate. And the vrhole of the effort 
of merging and flm·ring and creating rested 
on her ••• for if she did not do it no
body '.oJould do it. 

(To The Li~hthouse. P. 126) 

It is Mrs. Ramsay's task to bring these disparate beings 

together, to unite them, to create harmony among them, to 

convert isolation into unity. 

She enlists the aid of Lily Briscoe in creating this 

unity. She assigns Charles Tansley to Lily, giving her 

the charge of dra\·ling him into harmony 1:Tith the others. She 

intercepts her husband as he is about to eJq>lode Nith anger 

and disrupt the amity before it bas been created. Meam:rhile, 

she has dra,_•m f-1r. Bankes, rather reluctantly at first, into 

the general harmony as well: 

"Hm·1 you must detest dining in this bea~ 
garden11 , she said, !"!laking use, a s s~e d1.d 
when she t·ras distracted, of her soc1.al 
manner. So, Hhen there is a stri~e of 
tongues, at some meeting, the cha1.rman, 
to obtain unity, sug~ests that e~er~one 
shall speak in French. Perhaps 1.t l. S 



bad French; French may not contain the 
words that express the speaker's thoughts· 
nevertheless speaking French imposes ' 
some order, some uniformity. 

(Pp. 135-36) 
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Mrs. Ramsay seems to have the pm-rer to find, or to create, 

order and unity in the midst of chaos and strife. As a re

sult of this power, the dinner party becomes an unquestioned 

success, a great triumph of merging. 

From \tThat has been said about the relationship bet"~:leen 

the individual's personal self and the multiplicity of his 

social selves, it is clear that life ap~eared to Virginia 

Woolf in contradictory terms. On the one band, various persons 

are brought together to form a unity, a complete 'ltThole at 

a party or during a meal, and the individual is "an undefined 

and undefinable quantity, inseparable from the general stream 

of humanity"4 from \·rhich he arose. On the other band, each 

person is "a separate distinct entity".4 The individual is 

distinctly different from all other individuals, and yet be 

is part of a complex pattern ~f relationships with others 

which stretches into infinity, and thus he partakes of eternity. 

The individual 'Vlave on the sea is a part of the ocean 

not only during the time that it is a distinct t·rave; its dis

solution is a return to the state from \·ihich it arose • By 

analogy, the individual returns to death, \•!hich is not a 

cessation of being but rather the point at \•rhich tbe individual 

4corm..rell, p. 172. 
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selves become fused in eternity. Percival dies \·Then he is 

thrO\m from a horse and breaks on the earth much as a \·lave 

is disintegrated 'tJhen it breaks on the shore. As the dis

persed particles of the Nave sink back into the sea, hO\·Tever, 

another \·rave is immediately formed, as is indicated by the 

birth of Bernard's son at the same time as Percival's death. 

In all of Virginia vloolf' s novels after Mrs. Dallo1:1ay 

there is this persistent emphasis on recurrence. In To 

The Lighthouse there is a sense of "time after time"; there 

is, as Lily Briscoe sees, "constantly a sense of repetition -

of one thing falline; ':There another had fallen" (P. 295). 

Mrs. Ramsay realizes, after her dinner ~arty, that no matter 

ho\·T long her guests live, they ~·rill 11 come back to tbis 

night; this moon; this i·Jind; this bouse: and to her too" (P. 170). 

She herself, in fact, returns in the third section of tbe 

novel, after her death, in response to Lily Briscoe's need 

for ber: n 'Hrs. Ramsay! Hrs. Ramsay! ' she cried •• • Mrs • 

Ramsay - it "ras part of her perfect goodness - sat there 

quite simply, in the chair, _flicked her needles to and fro 

(P. 300). 

••• 

In The Ye~rs, as Eleanor talks to Nicholas, suddenly 

it seems to her 

that it bad all ba~pened before •••• She knew 
exactly '.-rhat he ':!8::> going to say • ~e had 
said it before ••• As she though~ 1t, De 
said it. Does everything then cone over 
again a little differently? she tbou~bt. 
If so, is there a pattern; a thene, re
curring like music; half remembered, half 
foresee~? ••• a gigantic pattern, moment-
arily perceptible? 

(P. 297) 

II 
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The novel draws to a close as Eleanor exnresses an "' understanding 

of this recurring pattern: 

Tber~ must be another life, she thought ••• 
Not l.n dreams; but here and nm.,r in this 
room, with living people ••• sh~ was 
about to grasp something that just evaded 
her. There must be another life, here 
and now, she repeated. This is too short 
too broken. \'le know nothing, even about ' 
ourselves. ~e're only just beginning ••• 
to understand •••• For her too there would 
be the endless night; the endless dark. 
She look~d a?ead of her as though she 
saw open1ng l.n front of her a very long 
dark tunnel. But, thinking of the dark, 
something baffled her; in fact it was 
grO\<Ting light. 

(Pp. 343-44) 

Meam'lhile the other members of the "!)arty have beco:ne at·rare 

of the dat.om as t·Jell: "'But the dat-m has risen', said Renny, 

pointing at the sky. It was a fact. The sun had risen •••• 

'And I am going to bed', said Nicholas ••• " (P. 34?). Sara, 

\'lho has already been sleeping, is brought back to the "'torld 

of the a\>rake, to replace Nicholas or to be replaced by him 

in the other. "She ya .... med and stretched herself. She fixed 

her eyes on Nicholas as if she were bringing him back to 

the field of vision" (P. 34?). 
The final scene suggests another kind of renewal, the 

physical regeneration of mankind. Eleanor, looking out 

the windm.,r as the sun rises, has been watching a taxi '"hich 

is t presumably t carrying a young ne~·rlylJTed COUple: 

A young man bad got out; he "!)aid the . 
driver. Then a girl in a tt•reed travelll.ng 
suit followed hi~. He fitted his l atch
key to the door. "There", Eleanor nur
mured, as be opened the door and they 



stood for a moment on the threshold 
"Th '" h • ere. s e repeated, as the door 
shut \'lith a l~ttle thud behind them •••• 
The sun bad rJ.sen, and the sky o.bove 
t~e hc:m~es \•Tore an extraordinary beauty, 
sJ.mplJ.cJ.ty and peace. 

(P. 349) 
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There is in this passage the suggestion, t-.rhicb ahrays accom

~anies marriage, of two people beginning a new life together -

"They stood ••• on the threshold" -and also, of course, the 

suggestion that by their physical union the regenerating 

process of humanity \•Jill be carried on. This suggestion 

is echoed in the final scene of Between The Acts. Before 

they sleep, Giles and Isa "must fight; after they bad fought, 

they would enbrace. From that embrace another life might 

be born" (Pp. 255-56). 
Even more conscious of renewal than Eleanor, hol:Tever, 

is Bernard, ,Hbo is acutely a.~.vare that one does not move in 

one direction only. At the end of section eight of The 
1
ilaves, 

Bernard is conscious of "the songs of ••• boys, 1:rho are coming 

back • • • from a day's outing" (P. 201); and notices •,;ith a 

touch of amusement that be still clasps "the return half of 

(his) ticket to \Vaterloo ••• even no•.·J, even slee-ping" (P. 202). 

At the end of the final section, after he bas summed up his 

life and the lives of his friends, Bernard is even more 

strongly cognizant of "some sort of rene•.val". He thinks 

of himself as being "almost Norn out ••• an elderly r:~an • . .,r"ho is 

getting rather heavy and dislike~ exertion" (P. 255). At 

the same time, boNever, he is aware that 



there.is a kindling in the sky ••• of 
lampl~ght or of da\m. There is a stir 
of some sort •••• There is a sense of break 
of day.... Da\m is some wort of \'lhitening 
of the sky; some sort of renewal. Another 
day, another Friday; another twentieth 
of .March, January or September. Another 
general a\-Jakeninr:.... The bars deepen 
th!mselves between the waves •••• A bird 
ch~rps. Cottagers light their early 
candles. Yes, this is the eternal re
newal, the incessant rise and fall and 
fall and rise again. 

(P. 255) 
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Bernard's final realization is that there is permanence 

in this process of rene"ral, there is permanence in the very 

process of change. Bernard understands at last the meaning 

of eternity; it is a -process of 11 eternal renev1al11
, of un

ending change, ,.,hich is the only true -permanence. At the end 

of this novel, as in The Years, da,-m begins to brighten the 

sky, emphasizing once more the theme of eternal recurrence. 

Against death the human race sends rider 
after rider, like Percival himself. Each 
wave breaks on the sho.re, on death, but 
there is -permanence in the "rise and fall", 
the eternal process itself; and Hben the 
wave sinks back into the sea, its particles 
will help to form ne\·T ~·Taves. Bernard's 
vision i~ then his awareness of his individual 
impermanence but also of the -pernanence of 
the process of which be is a part. 5 

Bernard is a"irare, as I sa Oliver is not, that the only 

real · b I sa 1 s "harvest less dim field" permanence 1s c .ange. 

\'There "grm1s nothing for the eye ••• nor sun rises", '·rbere 

the roses are "unblo~·Ting, ungrot-Ting" and "change is not" 

(Between The Acts, p. 181) does not represent eternity for 

Virginia Woolf. As James Hafley has correctly interpreted: 

1Margaret Church, Time and Reality, P· 79 . 



~he o~l~ tr~e stability is change, for 
~mmob~l~ty ~s death.... \vithout chanp;e 
mutability, the "rise ana fall and fall' 
and rise again", there cannot be life 
It is because of change that at the • 
conclusion of the novel Between The Acts 
"another life might be born." 6 
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It is the immobility of death "~:rhich Rhoda fears. Fear

ing that death vrhich is a dissolution into nothingness, she 

finally recoe;ni zes (as f-Irs. Dallm·!ay does also) the fluid 

quality of time and her suicide, like Se~timus Smith's, 

unites her \•lith the timeless and enduring, \·rith Percival. 

Early in The \'laves Rhoda is struggling to gras~ the reality 

of life. She realizes that her dream world is not the real 

world, but a fantasy. She notes that "it is not solid~ it 

gives me no satisfaction ••• " (P. 4?). She recognizes that 

reality, life, is somehow a binding together of various 

identities and that it is somehm·r associated vrith fluidity. 

However, as Orlando had discovered, tbe essential element 

in bringing the selves together is communication; and 

Rhoda's ability to communicate Nith others is \•Toefully 

inadequate. 

I will ~ick flowers; I will bind flowere 
in one garland and clasp them an~ pre-
send them - Oh! ·to Nbom? There J.S some 
check in the flow of my being; a ~ee~ 
stream presses on some obstacle; J.t ~erks; 
it tugs~ some knot in the centre resJ.sts •••• 
Now my body thaws; I am unsealed, I ~m 
incandescent. Now the stream.pours J.n 
a deep tide fertilizing, o~en1n~ the shut, 
forcing the tight-folded, floodJ.ng f ree. 
To ,.,hom shall I give all that no~.·r flo":ls ? 

through me, from my "~tTarm, my porous body· 

~afley, The Glass Roof, P· 156. 



I ~ill gath;r my flowers and present them _ 
9h · to 't'lh om. • • • I t.,ri 11 bind my flol'Iers 
1n one garland.and advancing with my hand 
outstret~hed \>nll present them - Oh! to 
whom? 

(P. 48) 
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It is in Percival's death that Rhoda finally achieves 

the communication t•rhich eludes her here. By his death Percival 

finally . establishes communication t11ith Rhoda, becomes part of 

her experience, and motivates her tovmrd action. Her m-m 

death relinquishes and lets loose "at last ••• the che~ked, 

the jerked-back desire to be s-pent, to be consumed" and 

unites her with the enduring s-pirit of Percival: 

We '!.·rill gallon :top;ether over desert hills 
\>!here the st•rall.m.,r dips her \·rings in dark 
-pools and the -pillars stand entire. Into 
the wave that dashes u-pon the shore, into 
the \'rave that flinr:r.s its t•rhite foam to 
the uttermost corn~rs of t he earth, I 
thrO':.' my violets, my offerinp; to Percival. 

(P-p. 140-41) 

!n the act of throwing her garlanded selves, her violets, 

"into the \<lave that flings its 'fJhite foam to the uttermost 

corners of the earth", Rhoda joins those such as Se-ptimus 

Smith and Clarissa Dallm·ray - who "had once thro'ITil a shilling 

into the Serpentine" (r-1rs. DalloHa:v, 'P· 203) -'.·rho have 

realized union ,.,i th the enduring, those \'Iho have become one 

with the fluidity and stability of the "eternal renewal". 

Rhoda and Se-ptimus differ from Clarissa in one sig

nificant respect, hmvever • U-pon recoenizing t he reality of 

psychologica l duration, Rhoda and Se-ptimus seek union 

with the eternal in an attem-pt to escape from the reality 

of the social world. Although she too has come to recognize 
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the necessity of union '"ith the eternal, Clarissa realizes 

that the individual must function \'tithin a social frame-

work. Clock time and mind tim~, social reality and psycho

logical reality, are not diametrically o~posed. The individual 

achieves his true identity not only b:; recognizing unity and 

permanence within the process of change, but also by becoming 

aware of his role in relation to others. Inner, psychological 

reality and external, social reality ~erge in this process 

of eternity. It is possible to achieve a single, unified 

vision of reality. 



CHAPTER SIX 

TOtvARD A UNIFIED VI.SION 

"And what is my own position tot-vards the 
inner and outer? I think a kind of ease and 
dash are good; - yes: I thinlc even externality 
is good; some combination of them Otlght to be 
possible. The idea has come to me that l'fhat 
I want nm·T to do is co saturate every atom. 
I mean to eliminate all waste, deadness, 
superfluity: to give the moment whole; ~Thatever 
it includes. Say that the moment is a combin
ation of thought; sensation; the voice of the 
sea. i·laste, deadness, come from the inclusion 
of things that don't belong to the molilent; 
••• ~·lhy a.droi t anything to 11 terature that is 
not poetry - by t-'l'hich I mean saturated? ••• 
I l<Tant to put pra.ctic.::.lly everything in: 
yet to saturate." 

(Virginia ~·Toolf, Diary, 28 November 1928) 
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The significant defects of Virginia iloolf' s first t~·ro 

novels, The Voyage Out and Night and Day, result largely 

from the lack of a single, unified vision; from an inability 

to fuse the life of the individual inner self \•lith the life 

of the external, social self. Tbis lack of a single focus 

is the direct result of a similar inability to see anything 

but direct opposition betv1een mind time and clock time, by 

which the social life is regulated. Mrs. \•loolf' s immaturity 

as a novelist is manifest in tbe imperfect form of these 

novels. They are not unified, coherent \'<'holes; tbey demon

strate no unified com~rehension of the varied experiences 

they portray. 

In these first t\>ro novels, Virginia ~·loolf does not 

delve into the social lives of the charac·ters ~resented. 

Rather she attempts to divorce the inner 1:Jorld fro:n the external 

world. A great deal appears to depend u~on the tones and 

values of social behaviour, and yet the vital concern is 

always with the qualities of the personal life, with the 

inner ,.,orld of idealism, so that the external -v1orld is re

duced to a state of relative unimportance. 

There is much direct criticism of the existing social 

system; the Victorian intellectuals and their ways of living 

are frequently caricatured. At the same time, Rachel 

Vinrace and Katherine Hilbery represent the free and 
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enlightened spirit ttrho struggles to achieve personal freedom _ 

by detaching itself, in effect, from the social system. 

In opposition to these are the characters \·rho represent 

caricatures of the superficiality, triviality and sterility 

of social relationGhips. The "free spirit", hmoTever, does 

not attempt to become engaged '"ith this imperfect system. 

Rather it tends to \vithdra~·r from the actual •,rorld and to 

creat.e in its place an imaginary ideal ':rorld. 

Mrs. Woolf is clearly attempting, not to achieve a 

balance bet\'reen the inner and external •trorlds, but instead 

to elevate the claims of the i:r1ner ~·rorld. For example, 

Katherine Hilbery and Ralph Denham, in Night and Day, re

fuse to beco!Tle engaged, though they declare they ca.n not 

live apart, until they can i'eel assured they have achieved 

the state of spiritual communion of ~·rhicb they take marria.ge 

to be the outward form. Ho"1ever, Hrs. T:loolf is unable to 

represent this as effecting any change in their society, 

\'rbicb remains mechanically conventional. Indeed, from reading 

these novels one receives the impression that the antipathy 

bet"reen the self and society is irreconcilable and that the 

self can function Nithin the social frame\·rork only by sac-

rificing its o'm life. 

The ironic difficulty of ~er positibn becomes clear as 

one recalls that Mrs. Uoolf \•ras attempting to present the 

flux of the inner \'rorld in a novel form t,·Jbich emnloyed 

h t · as .;ts mode and in \vhich character 
c ronological narra ~on • 
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bad been conventionally portrayed as primarily social and 

public. \Vhat she needed \·ras to create a form of the novel 

which would not depend upon the traditional methods of 

portraying plot and character. She needed a form in which 

life need not be shmm as being made up of marriages, commerce 

and public events; a form in 'lrrhich she could express her 0":-m 

sense of life without having it filtered and distorted by the 

assumptions of the conventional form. 

Jacob's Roo~ is the first indication that it might be 

possible to achieve this new forrn. Here for the first time 

Virginia Woolf catches both the public self and the individual 

self in a unified vision \•rhich demonstrates her determination 

to find a form in ~·rbicb the individual self can be seen 

to function \·rithin the outer "..rorld. Unfortunately, she 

overemphasizes the importance of the individual's partici

pation in the events of the external v10rld. As a result, 

Jacob's existence is defined almost exclusively by his 

participation in these events~ so that be can scar cely 

be said to ~assess a uniquely individual ~ersonality in his 

own right. Rather, be functions ~ore as a representative of 

the British educated classes in the decade ~·Thich culminated 

in the First ltlorld Har. Nevertheless, the primar y distinction 

of Jacob's Room lies in the fact that Virginis Woolf succeeds, 

to a great extent, in creating a vision \·rhich relates her 

personal ideal of the i ndividual' s role in lif e to her actual 

experience of life in a social environment. By perceivir.g an 
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essential relationshi'P bet\•Teen social regulation and the 

unlimited flc·..,r of mind time, Mrs. Ttfoolf is beginning to 

progress from a detached idealism to\'rard a direct critical 

and purposeful engagement l'lith the life of society. In Jacob • s 

Room she is concerned not merely for Jacob's 'Personal identity 

but also for the social values -vrhicb be represents. She 

attempts to see beyond the superficiality of her society and 

to comprehend \•That she can perceive of its inner life. 

This insight into the spiritual condition of humanity 

is carried a step further in Mrs. Dallo\·ray. In this novel 

there is no longer the sharp distinction bet\veen clock time 

and mind time, bet\,Teen the individual self and the external 

"'orld, -vrhich characterizes the earlier novels. Mrs. Woolf 

carefully avoids the oversimplification Hhich inevitably 

S'Prings from the divorce of the actual ,.,orld from the ideal 

\'IOrld. Clarissa DallO\ITay is not set off against the external 

world. Indeed, she is both more individual and more fully 

representative than Jacob Flanders. She has a more direct 

grasp on the realities of social experience; she is "the 

perfect hostess" \·Tho is, during her social gatherings, like 

a creature floating in its element. She is one cf society's 

finest products. At the same time, hol.vever, she can 

appreciate the essential privacy of the human soul. The little 

room to which she retires to contemplate the suicide of Septinus 

Smith symbolizes this necessity to be sometimes alone. Her 

feeling of affinity 1.vith the old lady across the "VTay whom 
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she watches retiring to bed indicates her awareness of the 

individual's need for privacy. 

Insofar as Clarissa Dallm'lay is a representative of 

London society, she is treated with a critical attention 

which indicates her deep inadequacy as a complete person, 

and emphasizes the glittering triviality of her routine ex

istence. The "divine vitality", \'lhich she declares she adores, 

:ts menifested in cabs passing, sandwich men shuffling and 

S\•Tinging, brass bands and barrel organs; in mere sensations 

of noise and movement and excitement. In herself, Clarissa 

is not of much interest; what she bas to offer is a sharp 

awareness of her world and its people. She is "something 

of an animated mirror, having e life made up of the world 

she reflect(s) ••• a living image of the surface of the 

society Virginia Woolf was concerned with."
1 

At the same time, however, Clarissa Dallm·ray is a 

criticism of her society. Her society is Nbat it is seen 

to be in her; and her character, such as it is, is the 

character of her society. If her life is e virtual non

life, so too is the life of her society as a t·1bole. Clarissa 

is something more than a representative of the British 

educated class; she embodies Virginia Woolf's criticism of 

that class and its concern with trivial aspects of life. 

Near the end of the novel, Clarissa, as she walks dot·m the 

lA.D. Moody, Virginia t:foolf, Edinburgh and London: 
Oliver and Boyd, 1963. P. 20. 
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room with the Prime Ministers feels the nintoxication of the 

moment" and yet, "though she loved it and felt it tingle 

and sting", she thinks that someho~·.r "these semblances 
t 

these triumphs (dear old Peter, for example, thinking her so 

brilliant), had a hollo,,mess; at arm • s length they i.V'ere, 

not in the heart ••• they satisfied her no longer as they 

used ••• " (P. 193). The irony of Clarissa's system of values 

is clear in this passage. Her triumph is the empty triumph 

of being, as Peter Walsh had earlier accused her of being, 

"the perfect hostess". 

The significant virtue of Hrs. DCl.llO".·Tay lies in its attempt 

to achieve a relationship beti.-reen the world of the mind and 

the world of society. From this point of vie''', To The Lighthouse 

does not mark any fundam.ental progress. This novel does present 

a very positive vision of life but that vision depends upon 

the simplification of life and a separation of the inn~r and 

external ,.,orlds. Attention is directed to the reality of 

mind time. At the same time the actual, physical \·JOrld, 

which is represented by Mr. Ramsay, is relegated to a 

subordinate position. Mr. Ramsay's part in the novel is 
..... 

primarily to insist upon the uncompromising facts of the human 

condition - "He ,,1as incapable of untruth; never tampered \'Tith 

a fact; never altered a disagreeable word tb suit the pleasure 

or convenience of any mortal being, least of all of his o~~ 

children ••• " (Pp. 10-11). There is, in effect, the same 
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divorce of the inner and external worlds in To The Lighthouse 

as characterizes Mrs. \voolf's first two novels. The 

significant action of the novel is emphatically rooted 

in the world of the mind. The self \'lhich is dramatized 

is the self of the mind, just as the time \·rhich is drama

tized is mind time. The novel is concerned primarily \·Tith 

the problem of establishing the \-.rorld of the mind in the face 

of an uncompromising and destructive natural universe. 

The disengagement from the external '"orld is emphasized, 

and partly enforced, by the virtual absence of plot. An 

expedition to the lighthouse, Nhich is discussed in the 

opening scene of the novel, is put off because of the \•reather, 

but takes place ten years later. In the meantime Mrs. Ramsay 

and two of her children have died; and a marriage, '-'Thich to 

a great extent she has arranged, turns out rather badly. 

As a plot, these simple happenings are too bare to amount 

to any important action. 

However, although the external \'/Orld is relegated to 

a subordinate position, external reality is acknowledged. 

In fact, the:!'e is throughout the novel an unfailing a'.,rareness 

of the particular facts of the external world. Mrs. \foolf 

is still striving toward a comprehensive understanding of 

time and reality in \-Jhich both the internal and the ext£-rnal' 

the individual and the social, might be contained and uni

fied. To The Lighthouse, therefore, is not a conscious 

;nner •·•orld from the external world. attempt to dissociate the • w 
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Mrs. \1/oolf, in seeking to establish the inner ,.,0 rld upon a 

secure foundation, has inverted the conventional emphasis 

on objective reality, but that reality is still considered. 

Mrs. Ramsay consciously dissociates herself from the 

external \'IOrld during her dinner party. She becomes "like a 

hawk suspended" (P. 157). \tlhen she has succeeded in incor

porating her guests into the harmony and unity of her dinner 

party, she can then, "like a hawk "'hich lapses suddenly 

from its high station, flaunt and sink on laughter easily • • • 

(~. 158-59). She can leave her suspended position and 

immerse herself in tbe flux of life. This passage suggests 

that the things from 'l,oThich she bas detached herself remain 

the element in which she lives and moves. Her detachment, 

If 

in fact, has not cut her off from the external world, but has 

placed her mind in a position to comprehend it, as from above, 

even while she continues to be involved and active in it. 

Her detachment from the objective \·rorld is, moreover, de

liberately checked by Mrs. Woolf's method of expressing it. 

The moment of detachment "partook, she felt, carefully helping 

Mr. Bankes to a speci~lly tender piece, of eternity ••• " (P. 158). 

Her participation in the eternal flow of mind time is qualified 

by the necessity of having to participate in the events of the 

present reality, of having to help William Bankes to a piece 

of her Boeuf en Daube. "Here, she felt, l;)utting the spoon 
f h • II 

down, \'las the still space that lies about the heart o t 1.ngs • • • 

(P. 158). Here again the inner, mental process is linked 
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with the particular events of the external world, such as 

the laying down of a spoon. Always, there is this attempt 

to relate closely the internal and external ,..,orlds. The in

sistence on these trivial details indicates that Mrs. Ramsay's 

mind remains bound within the limiting conditions of time 

and place. 

Lily Briscoe, too, undergoes such a detachment from ob

jective reality. By subduing "the im-pertinences and irrelevances 

that plucked her attention and made her remember hm., she ,.,as 

such and such a person, had such and such relations to people" 

(P. 235), by shedding her social identity, by exchanging "the 

fluidity of life for the concentration of ~ainting" (P. 23?), 

Lily can -rise to a pinnacle where she feels "like an un-

born soul, a soul reft of body" (P. 23?). From this position 

of mental elevation, Lily can vie,., the external \ITOrld from 

above, as Mrs. Ramsay had been able to do, and perceive a 

pattern in the complexity of things. High up on her "'"indy 

pinnacle", she can discern a pattern in the flux and fluidity 

of life, "as the waves shape themselves s~metrically from 

the cliff top, but to the swimmer among them are divided by 

steep gulfs, and foaming crests" (P. 235). On the cliff top, 

Lily does not feel the same as when "do~.m in the hollm·T of 

one wave she saw the next \1lave tm•Tering higher and higher 

above her" (P. 236). Similarly, she constantly steps back 

from her canvas the better to discern the pattern created by 

the "brown running nervous lines" (P. 236) of her painting. 
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Virginia \voolf is implying in these passages that one 

can, by raising oneself temporarily out of the flux of life 

and by regarding the fluidity from a mentally elevated 

position, recognize the relationship \•rhich exists bet1:reen 

the individual self and society, between the individual 

identity and mankind in general, just as from a physically 

elevated position one can discern the relationship which 

exists bet"'reen the indi viduaJ. \·rave and the ocean. One 

can recognize also the \o~ay in \·rhicb the individual l.'la.ve, 

though it quickly dissolves, continues to exist as part of 

the ocean; and, by analogy, the \·ray in ,_.,hich the individual, 

though he soon dies, survives as part of the larger reality 

of humanity. From close up, the \'raves appear highly in

dividual, but from a distance each ,,.,ave appears as part of 

an endless pattern; each vrave loses its individuality as it 

is perceived as an element of the general pattern of life 

and the sea appears "slightly creased as if a cloth had 

wrinkles in it" (The \·Javes, p. 5). 

Nevertheless, the pattern is not discernible to one 

vrbo does not, at the same time, appreciate the distinct in

dividuality of each of these elements. The creation oi 

harmony, of unity, in personal relations, as in art, de

pends on the successful integration of many diverse elements. 

Unity can be realized only by one who is capable of re

cognizing and taking into account both the social and the 

private selves, the external and tne internal realities. 



This intimate kno\'rledge of both levels of reality is the 

reason for Mrs. Ramsay's success at the dinner party. 
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In her painting Lily Briscoe is working at the pro

blem of relating two opposing masses and resolving them, 

similarly, into a harmonious pattern. Her concern, and the 

concern of the novel, is to unite Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay, and 

the external and internal worlds i'lhich they represent. 

"\'/hat is the meaning of life?" Lily ponders as she struggles 

~olith the problem of relating the opposing masses on her canvas, 

a simple question; one that tended to 
close in on one \'lith years. The great 
revelation had never come. The great 
revelation perhaps never did co~~. In
stead there vrere little daily miracles, 
illuminations, ~atches struck une~~ectedly 
in the dark; here , . .,as one. This, that, 
and the other: herself and Charles· Tansley 
and the breaking , .. ,ave: l\1rs. Ramsay bring
ing them together; Hrc:;. Ramsay saying, 
"Life stand still here"; Mrs. Ramsay 
making of the moment so~etbing permanent 
(as in another sphere Lily herself tried 
to make of tbe moment something permanent) 
- this \·Tas of the nature of a revelation. 
In the midst of chaos there 'I.<Tas shape; 
this eternal passing and flowing (she 
looked at the clouds going and tbe leaves 
shaking) was struck into stabili~y. Life 
stand still here, Mrs. Ramsay sa~d. 

(Pp. 240-41) 

Having satisfied her sense of Mrs. Ramsay and the internal 

world of mind time, Lily becomes aware of a need to compre

hend Mr. Ramsay and the extc;rnal, objective 1·!orld as Hell, 

and to be on a level \'lith ordinary experience: 

One \'ranted, sbe thought, dipping her brush 
deliberately, to be on a level ~·rith ordinary 
experience, to feel simply that's a chair, 



t_hat's a_table, and yet at the same t• 
t • ~me, 

1 s a m~racle, it's an ecstas Tfh Y.... .· ere 
was that boat nm·1? And Mr. Ramsay? She 
wanted him. 

(Pp. 299-300) 
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Lily's final stroke, a line dra~T. in the centre of her 

canvas, is an attempt to harmonize the two o~posed masses, 

to unite Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay, and to relate tbe world of 

clock time to the world of mind time. 

In the painting this line is the uniting eleQent; in 

the novel as a whole the uniting element is the lighthouse. 

In the first section of the novel, the lighthouse is, to a 

great extent, identified with Mrs. Ramsay. In the final 

section, as Mr. Ramsay sails toward the lighthouse, it emerges 

as a stark tm'ler on a bare rock, and is identified by James 

with Mr. Ramsay: 

He looked, James thought, getting his 
head nm-1 against the Lighthouse, no•·r 
against the \•!aste of waters running 
away into the o~en, like some old stone 
lying on the sand; he looked as if he 
had become ~hysically ~·Jhat was alNays at 
the back of both of their minds -
that loneliness \•!hich \·las for both of 
them the truth about things. 

· (P. 301) 

As they approach the lighthouse, . James sees it in terms asso

ciated \·'lith his mother and with his father. Recalling his 

mother's point of view, James sees the lighthouse first as "a 

silvery, misty-looking tO\ver 'I'Tith a yello'·' eye, that o-pened 

suddenly, and softly in the evening". Then, from "his ~osition 

in the boat with his father, he sees it as a "to\·ler, stark and 

straight ••• so that lJITas the Lighthouse, was it? No, the 
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other was also the Lighthouse. For nothing was sim~ly one 

thing" (Pp. 276-77). 

The stark tower on its bare rock above the chaos of the 

sea is associated '.rith r1r. Ramsay's uncompromising world of 

facts. The silvery, misty-looking tower \'rith the yellm•r eye 

that opens softly is associated with r-trs. Ramsay and the 

ideal world \'rhich exists beyond the 'IJrorld of ap~earances. 

For James the Lighthouse is "real" in both senses; both 

vie\'IS are ~ossible and true - "For nothing was sim~ly one 

thing". James establishes a relationship which admits the 

validity and necessity of both the external ,.,orld of clock 

time and the internal . \·rorld of the mind. He understands that 

the internal world of the mind exists ,.,ithin, and constructs 

itself out of, the \.Jorld of external reality. 

Nevertheless, To The Lighthouse does not achieve resolution 

in the full sense. Although nind time and clock time are 

brought together in a relationship that allo,.,rs the existence 

of both and implies their interdependence, they remairi 

divided off from each other. The attempt .to relate the inner 

and external world, to accept life as a combination of both, 

demonstrates a more mature understanding of life than v!as seen 

in the earlier novels,. but the relationshiP is established 

almost entirely from the point of vieN of the inner \•rorld. 

Whatever reality is not subjected to the mind's ~rocesses 

is not all0111ed its due weight. It is clear that Virginia 

Woolf has not yet succeeded in bringing the ~rivate and social 
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identities together in a unified vision. However, To The 

Lighthouse is an important step toward the more mature 

achievements of The \I/ aves and Bet,·reen The Acts. 

The vlaves is an attempt to comprehend life in more 

ultimate terms than those dealt Nith in To The Lif:!:hthouse. 

For the first time there is a response to the fullness of life 

and a recognition that 'l.·rhat constitutes life goes beyond and 

far beneath the mind's concept of it as "society" or "the self." 

In comparison with this recognition the visions of the pre

vious novels are incomplete and superficial. 

During the time \•rhen she "tTas planning The ~·laves, 

Virginia Woolf recorded in her diary that she was acutely 

aware, simultaneously, of both the permanence and the 

transitoriness of human existence: 

Now is life very solid or very shifting? 
I am haunted by the t1.o10 contradictions. 
This has gone on forever: \·Till· last for
ever· goes do\m to tbe bottom of the t•rorld -
this'moment I stand on. Also it is tran
sitory, flying, diaphanous. I shall_pass 
like a cloud on the •,raves. Perhaps ~t 
may be that though 'Ire change, one flying 
after another, so quick, so quick,_yet 
we are somehm·l successive and cont~nuous 
we human beings ••• 2 

She ltras a'l.-rare that the individual being is transitory, is sub-

ject to clock time - he must die - ana yet she ltras equally 

2niary, 4 January 1929. 
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aware that "there isn, nevertheless, "a coherence in things, 

a stability; something ••• is immune from change, and shines 

out in the :face of the flm·ring, the fleeting, the svectral, 

like a ruby" (To The Lighthouse, p. 158). In the "coherence" 

which exists beneath the arbitrary divisions of "self" and 

II • t tr 'd • socJ.e Y resJ. es the resolutJ.on of the antipathy bet,•reen the 

evanescent and transitory reality of the external ~·Torkd and 

the never ending moment of the inner 1:10rld. Beneath these 

distinctions and beneath change floHs a continuity, an eternity, 

in \othich the inner and outer can become fused . and 

united. 

Rhoda's death is a refusal to accept the possibility of 

such a union. Bernard is essentially different, as an in

dividual, from Rhoda. The key to Rhoda's character is her 

refusal to accept objective reality, to recognize that this 

reality is as much a part of the greater reality of life as 

is the reality of the mind. Rhoda refuses to compromise her 
- -

ideal ·t:Torld. Her suicide represents the end of the idealist 

imagination which cannot accept life as it. actually is. The 

key to Bernard's character is his Nilling immersion in life, 

his acceptance of, and his ability to co-pe t..oJith, ttThatever 

his experience might bring him. His concluding monologue is 

significant mainly because in it he does not seek, as Rhoda 

does, to escape the outer Norld of natural conditions, but 

accepts it as the proper sphere t:rithin ~.;rhich the mind func

tions. The multiple selves become one in a poised vision 
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that sees not perfection, but a critical and responsi'~.'e ac

ceptance of life on its own terms. The Waves marks the end 

of Virginia Woolf's attempt to escape from actuality into 

illusion, and the beginning of a \-Tilling engagement \'rith life 

itself • It demonstrates a remarkably responsive concern '\ITith 

the conditions and possibilities of human existence. The 

unified vision of time and reality is no.,., established. t·lhat 

remains is to perfect the vision. 

This is the task of Mrs. \·loolf' s last novel, Bet\•Teen 

The Acts, \<Thich differs from The \'laves in two sign.ificant 

respects. First, it incorporates the historical dimension 

treated earlier in Orlando but barely noticed in The ~ .. laves. 

Instead of merely affirming the continuity of the human 

process, Bett:!een The Acts attempts a critical scrutiny of 

the value of history for the present. Secondly, it establishes 

art, which was overstressed in To The Lighthouse and deliber

ately played do'.·m in The \'laves, in a balanced relatio·1ship 

with life. Lily Briscoe had been set off from the actual, 

external ~·!Orld. Miss La Trobe is rather a mind merged in 

its process, as much as Bernard, but as a conscious artist, 

which he is not. In her attempt to comprehend history and 

the present moment, people and their relationship to each 

other and to nature, from the point of vie\·! · of an individual 

involved in the process of life at a given point in time, 

place and society, Miss La Trobe affirms that the artist 

belongs in life, not outside or above it. Art should be 
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subordinated to the interests of life. The function of the 

artist is to be, as far as possible, a critical and alert 

intelligence willing to accept and participate in all that 

constitutes human life. Mrs. ~loolf' s vision here has progressed 

far beyond the limited vision of To The LiP:hthouse and crm-med 

the achievement of The \·laves. 

Giles and !sa Oliver, the chief characters of the novel, 

are presented not in terms of the mind or the external ~·.'orld 

only, but in terms of the full personality. Although they 

fail to achieve complete union because of their individual 

differences, there is always an awareness of the potential 

wholeness of the human personality. Though they remain 

divided there is deep '"ithin their relationship an integral 

union which binds them and moves them tO\·rard an integrated 

fulfilment of their love. They are bound by affection, ·1:1hich 

transcends the distinctions of personal identity. Their 

relationship is more complex than, though essentially similar 

to, the one shared by Bartholomew Oliver and Lucy 8\·rithin. 

Of Giles and Isa, as of B~rt and Lucy, it .can be said th~t 

"nothing changed their affection; no argument; no fact; no 

truth. What she saw he didn't; "'hat he sa\'l she didn't -

and so on, ad infinitum." (P. 33). This tie holds them together 

when their cultivated minds divide them. 

The conclusion, in "'hich Gi~es and Isa become related 

to the animal culture frora "rhich they have evolved, emphasizes 

that beneath the divisions of a decayed and trivial social 

order, there is an essential animal energy tvhich overcomes 
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division. Inner and outer realities are excluded from this 

primitive expression of personality and there is an effective 

communication bet~1een the cultured mind and the physical nature 

which is the source of its energy and being. The vrhole is 

balanced upon a discriminating yet unreserved acceptance of 

an un-ideal and actual social order as the sphere in ~ .. rhich the 

human personality must function. The unified vision of 

Between The Acts is that of a creative comprehension of life 

which 

grasps and affirms in the one complex 
action the energies by '"hich \·Te l:l.ve, 
the forms in which we actually possess 
the::t, and the ends to ~.·rhicb vre might 
valuably direct them ••• it accepts 
life as it is, contingent, limited, 
relative, even as it seeks for its 
fulfilment: it serves the best possibil
ities in human beings, but does not set 
itself above the world in which they 
exist and must act. 3 

From the point of vie'.v of the time theme, Bet,.reen 'Phe 

~ is a fitting conclusion to Virginia ~:/oolf's career as a 

novelist. For it achieves a ~esolution of the main difficulties 

which had confronted her in the treatment of time through all 

her novels. Finally, in a single unified vision, she has 

comprehended the relationship bet"\·leen mind time and clock 

time, between the self and society, between the individual 

and the human race, and bet,·reen civilization and the natural 

universe in which it functions. Inner and external become 

systhesized in eternity. 

3Moody, p. 96. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONC :UJ~ION 

"What a lark1 Hhat a plunge I For so it 
had ahrays seemed to her when, • • she had 
burst open the French l·rindm·rs and 
plunged at Bourton into the open air. 11 

( Nrs. Dallo1-ray. P. 5 ) 

"Into the l•rave that dashes upon the shore, 
into the 1-rave that flings its white foam 
to the uttermost corners of the earth, I 
throw my violets, my offering to Perciv-al. 11 

(The Haves. Pp, 140-41) 

"A young man had killed himself.... All'lays her 
body \'lent through it, lihen she was told, first, 
suddenly, of an accident; her dress flamed, her 
body burnt. He had throNn himself from a 
\dndow. • • • Rhe had once thro1m a shilling 
into the Serpentine, never anything more," 

(Hrs. DalloNay. P. 20.3) 

"Oh I try to imagine hm-r one ··s lcilled by 
a bomb. I've got it fairly vivid - the sensation 
••• the scrunching and scrambling, the crushing 
of my bone shade in on my very active eye 
and brain: the process of putting out the light 
- painful? Yes, Terrifying, I suppose so. 
Then a sl"J"oon; a drain; ti'TO or three ~ulps 
attempting consciousness - and then dot 
dot dot, (Diary, 2 October 1940) 
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Virginia Woolf's theory of time had its origin in a 

metaphysical conception of the unreality of clock time and the 

fluid quality of mind time. The unreality of clock time is 

emphasized in the early novels by her caricatures of those 

\!Tho \trere overly concerned \·lith social regulation. Mrs. ~·Joolf 

found it distressing that many people became so preoccupied 

with the mechanical notation of clock time tha.t they lost si~ht 

of the continuity and heterogeneity of psychological .duration, 

and considered the clock the only valid measurement of ex-

perience. \fuat she found even more distressing, hm·rever, \·ras 

that these people often attempted to impose this mechanical 

order upon the flux of experience and upon other human per

sonalities; they attempted to regulate personality according to 

a social norm: 

I meant to ~ .. ,rite about the Barnetts and 
the peculiar repulsiveness of th?se Nh<; 
dabble their fingers self-approv~ngly ~n 
the stuff of otbers' souls ••• Perhaps the 
root of it all lies in the adulation of the 
uneducated, and the easy mastery of the Nill 
over the poor. And nore and more I come to 
loathe any doninion of one over ano~her; any 
leadership, any imposition of t he N~ll. 1 

It is because they "dabble their fingers self-approvingly 

in tbe stuff of others' souls" that Doris Kilman, Sir t;Jilliam 

BL-adsha1:r and Dr. Holmes are so repugnant. For Virginia 

Woolf, life was not "a series of gig lamps symmetrically 

arranged", but rather a rushing flood of experiences. 

lniary. 19 March 1919. 
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As a result of her attempt to minimize the importance of 

clock time she necessarily overstresses, at first, the role 

of mind time. This leads inevitabiy to a noticeable divorce. 

of these two times. To emphasize the differences, one is 

set off against the other. Clock time, useful in the regulation 

of the social life, is not valid as a measure~ent of experience. 

Experience is measurable only by the rate of the succession 

of ideas ~n the mind - by mind time or psychological duration. 

The flow of psychological duration necessarily includes 

elements of the past, introduced through the faculty of memory. 

These recollections of the past, hm·Iever, are changed and 

coloured by the later experiences of the person recalling 

them and are not, therefore, the same events ':!hich occurred 

in the past. They are present events existing in the present 

of the mind. 

The individual's present being depends to a large extent 

on his past experiences. The present self is the sum of 

what the individual has been at various times, the co~posite of 

his past selves - but not only this. The individual in

evitably forms associations with many other individuals, and 

these associations are also elements of the present self. Of 

these other present "selves", the relationships, conscious or 

subconscious, ,.1ith everyone and every thing· he has ever met, 

the individual may have many, many hundreds . People and events 

only heard of, or read about, affect his life. They for m a 
· e t ;s One's evnerienc.es , 

part of what his life at any g~ven mom n ~ • ~~ 

· 1 contacts, largely affect one's identity. 
including soc~a 
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However, the totality of one 1 s being is influenced also 

by the experiences of one 1 s parents, grandparents, great

grandparents and so on, back into the remote past to the dawn 

of civilization. Bernard recognizes that in each individual 

the is.the old brute, too, the savage 
~he ha1.ry man \'iho dabbles his fingers' 
l.n ropes of entrails; and gobbles-and 
belches; \•rh<;>se speech is gutteral, visceral 
- \orell, he l.S here. He squats in me. 
To-night he bas been feasted on quails 
salad and sweetbread. He -now holds a ' 
gl~ss of fine old brandy in his paw. He 
brl.ndles, purrs and shoots vrarm thrills 
all do\m my spine as I sip. It is true, 
be washes his hands before dinner, but · 
they are still hairy. He buttons on 
trousers and \11aistcoat.s, but they contain the 
same organs •••• That man, the hairy, the 
ape-like, has contributed his part to my 
life.... He had brandished his torch in 
murky by-streets t·rhere girls suddenly seem 
to shine \•rith a red and intoxicating trans
lucency. Oh, he had tossed his torch high! 
He has led me wild dances! 

(The \·laves. Pp. 249-50) 

Others are selves from the less distant past - the influences 

of immediate ancestors - and the present selves. 

The real self, the Key self, is, as Virginia Woolf 

illustrated in Orlando, the communication of all these various 

selves, the establishment of unity among the selves. At the 

same time, hm.,rever, each person is highly individual. He 

is single and entire and, simultaneously, multiple and diverse. 

The multiplicity of the individual r s relationships \·lith others 

stretches into infinity, so that he is at once a creature 

of the present and a part of all time, of eternity. All of 

these selves become one in eternity. 
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This dissolution of personality into im~ersonality 

within the pattern of eternity led Virginia \oJoolf to re-assess 

her earlier divorce of clock time and mind time. She realized 

that just as the multiplicity of personal identities \•ras 

absorbed and fused within the endless flow of eternity, so 

also it should be possible to achieve a unified vision of 

private and public experience, to recognize an essentie.l re

lationship betNeen them. Although this unified vision of time 

and experience \oras not achieved until The . \'laves and Bet~·reen 

The Acts, she knew from the beginning that it should be ~ossible: 

Why ••• should there be this perpetual 
disparity betvreen the thought an.d the 
action, between the life of silitude and 
the life of society, this astonishing 
precipice on one side of \vhich the soul 
was active and in broad daylight, on the 
other side of v1hich it Has contemplative 
and dark as night? ~las it not ~ossible 
to step fro~ one to the other, erect, and 
without essential change? 

(Night .And Day. P'!;). 358-59) 

Hrs. \voolf' s development through her early novels and up to 

Between Tl:le Acts ~ .. .ras a progressive education of her imagination 

in the enmity to life of t'hat kind of idealism \·rhich created 

a "perpetual disparity between ••• the life of solitude and the 

life of society", and in the necessity for human beings to 

seek fulfilment in a wholehearted engagement with their actual 

world, limited and limiting as it is bound to be~ 

Although Virginia ''.'! oolf vTrote a great deal of literary 

criticism, she can well afford to rest her claims on her novels, 

which show her to be one of the half-dozen novelists of this 
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century who will not soon die. Her treatment of time and 

personality in the novels brought alive a profoundly searching 

concern for the ultimate meanings and values of life; even 

her death illustrated her concern for the unity and continuity 

of human experience. In the \'Jords of David Daiches: 

It 't·ras a symbolic ending. All her life 
she bad been fascinated by the problem 
of the flow of time and its relation to 
experience. Her novels are full of images 
of flm-ring '·.rater and other symbols of t:1e 
flux of life. Personality, as she ~er
ceived it, "~..-!as a unity arising out of 
continual change, consciousness a continual 
blending of reminiscence and anticipati~n. 
\Vhen she united herself ~·Tith the flux of 
experience by disappearing into the flov1ing 
,.,raters of an English river, anyone '·Tho 
had read and appreciated her books oust 
have felt a sense of shock a.nd of alnost 
personal grief; but he \·TOuld he.ve under
stood t,.·rhy she chose to end her life that 
way. 2 

2naiches, Virginia Woolf, p. ~57. 
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